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ABSTRACT 
 
In this work, a novel procedure is showing to enhance the electrocatalytic activity for the 
oxidation reaction of methanol (MOR), which is caused by the interactions of metal Pt–Ru 
that are present in the electrocatalyst of type Pt/C (C, Vulcan XC–72) and Pt/RGO (RGO, 
graphene oxide reduced). To carry out the synthesis of the electrocatalyst, carbonaceous 
supports were used previously functionalized with ruthenium compounds. 
In the first stage, the carbonaceous material C is functionalized with the organometallic 
compound [η6–C6H5OCH2CH2OH)RuCl2]2 (Ru–dim), this support is compared with the 
functionalized with RuCl3

.XH2O (Ru-com) and non–functionalized Vulcan, the 
functionalized materials were labeled as CRu-dim and CRu-com. The carbonaceous supports are 
later used in the synthesis by polyol method of the electrocatalyst Pt/CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-com and 
Pt/C. 
The analysis carried out of the functionalized supports, using the infrared and Raman 
spectroscopy showed that the functionalization with the ruthenium compounds CRu-dim and 
CRu-com maintain the electronic sp2 hybridization of graphitic segment of the Vulcan.  
 
Furthermore, the results of the physicochemical characterization using the technique of X–
ray diffraction (XRD) of the electrocatalyst Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com, suggest the formation 
of the Pt–Ru alloy, the results demonstrated ~50 % of ruthenium platinum alloy in both cases. 
The electrochemical characterization displayed through the of cyclic voltammetry technique 
for the ROM, the lowest on–set potential and the higher current density obtained to the 
electrocatalyst Pt/CRu-dim compared with Pt/CRu-com and Pt/C. Later, during the test of CO–
stripping, the Pt/CRu-dim exhibited the lowest on–set potential for the oxidation of carbon 
monoxide (CO), in addition to the presence of at least two species of CO adsorbed (COads). 
 
On the other hand, the second stage consisted of the functionalization of nanostructured 
carbonaceous support RGO, with Ru–dim, Ru-com and the organometallic compound [(η6–
C6H4(CHMe2)Me)RuCl2]2 (Ru-cym). The functionalized supports were labeled as follow: 
RGORu-dim, RGORu-com, and RGORu-cym. Subsequently, were synthesized the electrocatalyst 
Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-com, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGO by the polyol method. 
In a similar way to the first stage, the results of the physicochemical characterization of the 
functionalized supports: RGORu-dim, RGORu-com, and RGORu-cym, demonstrated the 
preservation of the hybridization sp2, it promoted the constructive rehybridization avoiding 
the formation of hybridization sp3 that creates defects in the RGO lattice. 
 
The physicochemical characterization via XRD, electronic transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM), among others, showed the formation of the Pt–Ru alloy in the electrocatalysts: 
Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-com, and Pt/RGORu-cym. 
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Finally, the electrochemical characterization showed an excellent performance for the 
electrocatalyst Pt/RGORu-dim, compared with Pt/RGORu-com, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGO. For 
example, in the test of cyclic voltammetry for the ROM, the Pt/RGORu-dim obtained the 
maximum value of current density and the lowest on–set potential, compared with Pt/RGORu-

com, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGO. 
 
In summary, the electrocatalysts Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/RGORu-dim show an improvement in the 
electrocatalytic properties for the application in direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs). 
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RESUMEN 

En el presente trabajo se muestra un nuevo procedimiento para mejorar la actividad 
electrocatalítica para la reacción de oxidación de metanol (MOR), que es originada por las 
interacciones metálicas Pt–Ru que están presentes en los electrocatalizadores del tipo Pt/C 
(C, Vulcan XC–72) y Pt/RGO (RGO óxido de grafeno reducido, por sus siglas en inglés). 
Para llevar a cabo la síntesis de los electrocatalizadores, se emplearon soportes carbonosos 
previamente funcionalizados con compuestos de rutenio. 

En la primera etapa, el material carbonoso C es funcionalizado con el compuesto 
organometálico [η6–C6H5OCH2CH2OH)RuCl2]2 (Ru–dim), este soporte es comparado con el 
funcionalizado con RuCl3

.XH2O (Ru–com ) y el Vulcan sin funcionalizar, los materiales 
resultantes fueron denominados CRu-dim y CRu-com. Los soportes carbonosos se usaron 
posteriormente en la síntesis de los electrocatalizadores Pt/CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-com y Pt/C, 
mediante la técnica de poliol.  

Los análisis llevados a cabo en los soportes mediante las espectroscopías Infrarrojo y Raman 
muestran que la funcionalización con los compuestos de rutenio de CRu-dim y CRu-com 
mantienen la hibridación electrónica sp2 del segmento grafitizado del Vulcan.  

Por otro lado, los resultados de la caracterización fisicoquímica mediante la técnica de 
difracción de Rayos–X (XRD, por sus siglas en inglés) de los electrocatalizadores Pt/CRu-dim 
y Pt/CRu-com, sugieren la formación de la aleación Pt–Ru, los resultados demostraron ~50 % 
de rutenio aleado al platino en ambos casos.  

La caracterización electroquímica mostró a través de la técnica de voltamperometría cíclica 
para la ROM, el menor potencial de inicio y la mayor densidad de corriente para el 
electrocatalizador Pt/CRu-dim comparado con Pt/CRu-com y Pt/C. Posteriormente, durante la 
prueba de CO–stripping, el Pt/CRu-dim demostró el menor potencial de inicio para la oxidación 
de monóxido de carbono (CO), además de la presencia de al menos dos especies de CO 
adsorbido (COads). 

Por otra parte, la segunda etapa consistió en la funcionalización del soporte carbonoso 
nanoestructurado RGO, con los compuestos Ru–dim, Ru–com y el organometálico [(η6–
C6H4(CHMe2)Me)RuCl2]2 (Ru-cym). Los soportes funcionalizados fueron nombrados: 
RGORu-dim, RGORu-cym y RGORu-com. Posteriormente, se sintetizaron los electrocatalizadores 
Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym, Pt/RGORu-com y Pt/RGO por el método de poliol. 

De manera semejante a la primera etapa, los resultados de la caracterización fisicoquímica 
de los soportes funcionalizados: RGORu-dim, RGORu-cym y RGORu-com, demostraron la 
preservación de la hibridación sp2, es decir, se promovió la rehibridación constructiva 
evitando la formación de hibridación sp3 que crea defectos en la red.   
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La caracterización mediante las técnicas de XRD, microscopía de transmisión electrónica 
(TEM, por sus siglas en inglés), entre otras, revelan la formación de la aleación Pt–Ru en los 
electrocatalizadores: Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym, Pt/RGORu-com.  

Finalmente, las pruebas electroquímicas revelaron el mejor desempeño para el 
electrocatalizador Pt/RGORu-dim, comparado con Pt/RGORu-cym,, Pt/RGORu-com y Pt/RGO. Por 
ejemplo, en la prueba de voltamperometría cíclica para la ROM, el Pt/RGORu-dim obtuvo el 
máximo valor de densidad de corriente y el potencial de inicio menor, comparado con 
Pt/RGORu-cym,, Pt/RGORu-com y Pt/RGO. Asimismo, los electrocatalizadores Pt/RGORu-dim y 
Pt/RGORu-cym mostraron excelente tolerancia a la adsorción de especies CO(ads), en la prueba 
de CO–stripping. 

En resumen, los electrocatalizadores Pt/CRu-dim y Pt/RGORu-dim muestran una mejora en las 
propiedades electrocatalíticas para la aplicación en celdas de combustible de metanol directo 
(DMFCs, por sus siglas en inglés).       
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Chapter I 

1. Background  

1.1 Introduction 

Nowadays, the electrical energy demand has increased drastically around the world. In 
addition, the most important energy source in the world is oil, which in turn is a precursor, 
used to obtain liquid hydrocarbon fuels.  However, it is well known that fossil fuels resources 
are only located in a limited number of countries and its demand has generated a fluctuation 
on their prices. Another negative issue related to the use of fossil fuels is the emission of 
carbon dioxide to the atmosphere, a greenhouse gas that significantly participates in the 
global climate change scenario [1].  

In recent years the generation of clean energy has taken a fundamental role for the decrease 
of the emission of greenhouse gases. Among the alternative energy sources, the following 
can be mentioned: solar, wind, nuclear and electrochemical.  

Considering the environmental benefits, it is imperative to overcome the 
technical/commercial barriers that limit their wide use and harness the energetic potential of 
such alternative sources. For these reasons, the world energy council has anticipated a large 
contribution of renewables and alternative energy sources by 2050, compared with fossil 
fuels, in the global energy balance [2].  

Considering its geographic position, Mexico has an enormous potential to produce energy 
from renewable sources. Two relevant aspects may promote their wider use in this country: 
i) the energy reform promoted by the Federal government, which was approved recently by 
the Congress; and ii) the high atmospheric pollution in most of the main cities. If the energy 
production scenario in Mexico is analyzed, renewable energy adds up to around 6.98 %, a 
small number compared to 88.69 % from fossil fuels. Consequently, the Secretary of Energy 
(SENER), along with other Mexican agencies such as National Council of Science and 
Technology (CONACYT), offer economic incentives to establish the use of alternative 
energy sources in domestic and industrial applications, at the same time has been providing 
the financial resources to research projects in the energy field [3, 4].  

Worldwide, one of the most important challenges to develop high performance eco–friendly 
energy devices is the reduction in infrastructure costs, including those related to components 
materials and nanometrials [5, 6]. For example, the reduction of platinum catalyst loading or 
its substitution in the electrodes of the fuel cells is an attractive opportunity to bring this 
electrical device to commercialization status.  
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1.2 Fuel cells 

The conversion of the chemical energy contained in a fuel into electrical energy is carried 
out in a device known as fuel cell. Figure 1.1 shows the components of a single proton 
exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). The electrochemical reactions take place on the 
electrodes. At the anode, the oxidation of the fuel occurs as hydrogen generating negatively 
charges electrons that travel though an external circuit, producing an electrical current [7]. 
On the other side, the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is catalyzed at the cathode. An 
electrolyte, for example Nafion™ as polymeric membrane, transports ions the anode to the 
cathode, closing the loop. A fuel cell is sustainable energy conversion device that will 
generate electrical energy continuously as long as a fuel is fed to the anode.  

 

Figure. 1.1 Schematic representation of a single proton exchange membrane fuel cell 
(PEMFC).  

 

Fuel cells are classified generally according to the electrolyte and the fuel used in the device. 
In Table 1.1 are shown the different types of fuel cells [8]. According to their characteristics 
and configuration, fuel cells will have an optimal operating temperature and characteristic 
plays an important role in potential applications. Recently, Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel 
Cells (PEMFCs) reveled important benefits in the engineering and operation fields to be 
employed in automotive technologies. Some of the essential advantages of PEMFCs are: i) 
low operating temperature, ii) compactness, iii) sustainable cycle–life, and iv) zero or low 
emissions to the atmosphere [9, 10]. However, one of the main issues to exploit completely 
the PEMFC technology is the hydrogen fuel storage, since 1 kg of hydrogen at standard 
temperature and pressure conditions occupies 11m3 [11].  

Therefore, an attractive technology has been derivate from PEMFCs is the Direct Methanol 
Fuel Cell (DMFC).  
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Overall, the main components in both systems are the same, but the DMFCs operate with 
liquid methanol as fuel. Therefore, instead to the oxidation of hydrogen, the Methanol 
Oxidation Reaction (MOR) at the anode generates carbon dioxide (CO2) as product along 
with several reaction intermediates, notably carbon monoxide (CO) [12]. 

 

Table 1.1 Classification of different types of fuel cells [8]  

 

 

Figure. 1.2 Theoretical volumetric energy density (in Wh L-1) of fuel cells and batteries [13].      

 

In Figure. 1.2 shows the highest theoretical volumetric energy density obtained from several 
types of fuel cells and batteries [13]. DMFCs have an energy density of ~5000 Wh L-1, higher 
than PEMFCs and lithium ion batteries (~3000 and 1200 Wh L-1, respectively). The value in 
Figure 1.2 shown by DMFCs indicates their excellent potential to be employed as power 
sources in electronic industry and transportation, since the theoretical energy density may be 
considered as an indirect measure of power availability over time [13]. 
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1.3 Description of the DMFCs 

The reactions that occurring at the anode and cathode of a DMFC, as well as the overall 
reaction in acid media as follows [14, 15]: 

 

Anode reaction:  𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶 + 𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂         →    𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 + 6𝐶𝐶+ + 6𝑒𝑒−        𝐸𝐸0 = 0.046 𝑉𝑉    (1.1) 

Cathode reaction:     3 2� 𝑂𝑂2 + 6𝐶𝐶+ + 6𝑒𝑒−   →    3𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂                     𝐸𝐸0 = 1.229 𝑉𝑉     (1.2) 

Overall reaction:    𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶 + 3
2� 𝑂𝑂2      →     𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 + 2𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =  1.183 𝑉𝑉   (1.3) 

 

The Gibbs free energy and electromotive force (EMF) of the overall reaction at 25 ºC and 1 
atm are [16]: ∆𝐺𝐺 =  −686 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−1;  𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =  1.183 𝑉𝑉  respectively. 

Reactions 1.1–1.3 represent ideal oxidation and reduction thermodynamic reactions 
providing 1.183 V. Therefore, in real conditions the operational voltage of DMFC is 
significantly lower. In the real case, the MOR is more complex, generating intermediates of 
several reactions, such as: formic acid, acetic acid, carbonic acid, formaldehyde, 
acetaldehyde and others as shown in Figure 1.3 [17].  

 

 

Figure 1. 3 Schematic of the different paths and reaction intermediates that could be obtained 
during the MOR in acid media. 

It is well known that the CO is the most common and poisonous intermediary obtained from 
the MOR. CO–species strongly adsorb on the surface of fuel cell catalysts blocking the active 
sites, which are particularly notable for Pt/C, a highly active material for the reaction. At 
potentials below 450 mV/RHE, the MOR occurs with the adsorption of methanol molecules, 
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followed by sequential dehydrogenation and electron transfer, producing COads (Pt–C≡O) as 
schematized in Figure 1.4 [18]. As a reference, the degree of surface coverage by COads on 
pristine Pt may be around 90 % [19]. Thus, it is clear that an important challenge for the 
development of highly efficient DMFCs, is the development of active and innovative 
catalysts of Pt–based which may promote the MOR at low over potentials, showing a high 
tolerance to COads poisoning effect.  

 

 

Figure 1.4 Scheme of the reaction mechanism of the methanol oxidation on Pt, resulting in 
the formation of COads [18]. 

 

1.4 Enhanced catalytic activity of Pt–Ru/C Electrocatalyst in DMFCs.  

The better electrocatalyst for the anode of a hydrogen/oxygen PEMFC is Pt/C. However, in 
a DMFC the CO–poisoning effect over Pt/C, drastically reduces its electrocatalytic activity 
during MOR. Pt–Ru/C alloys have demonstrated higher catalytic activity of the MOR and 
CO tolerance, compared to Pt/C, an enhanced performance attributed to two phenomena: the 
bifunctional mechanism and the ligand effect [20]. In the former, the water discharge reaction 
occurs on Ru at lower potentials than on Pt, generating OH- species. Such oxygenated species 
oxidize the CO-species adsorbed on neighboring Pt sites to produce CO2, allowing Pt to 
continue with the MOR according to the following reactions [20, 21]: 

     

Pt + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3 − 𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶     →     𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂)𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 +  4𝐶𝐶+ +  4𝑒𝑒−     (CO 𝑎𝑎dsorption)    (1.4)       

Ru + 𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂     →     𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶−)𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 +  𝐶𝐶+ +  1𝑒𝑒−     (𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒)     (1.5) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂)𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶−)𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 → 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 ↑ + 𝐶𝐶+ +  1𝑒𝑒−     (𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑)    (1.6)    

 

Accordingly, in the MOR mechanism occurring on Pt–Ru/C electrocatalyst, the Ru(OH−) 
species appear at more negative potentials relative to Pt/C, overlapping with the potentials at 
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which COads is formed. Under these conditions, Pt–Ru/C alloys have the positive effect of 
easily removing COads, and avoiding the poisoning of the electrocatalyst surface. Figure 1.5 
shows a scheme of these reactions [21]. 

 

 

Figure 1.5 Formation of Ru(OH−) species at Pt–Ru/C, promoting the oxidation of COads at 
more negative potentials compared to Pt/C [21]. 

 

Pt-Ru interactions are commonly achieved by simultaneously reducing, with the aid of a 
suitable chemical agent, the Pt and Ru precursors to form alloyed Pt–Ru nanoparticles 
anchored to a carbon support [22–25]. 

Meanwhile, in recent years the concept of functionalization of carbon structures has an 
special attention, because the morphological and electrocatalytical characteristics of fuel cell 
nanocatalysts can be enhanced by the surface modification of the supports [26–28]. A 
synergistic effect between the metallic catalyst and the functional groups on the support, has 
been identified as one of the main factors for the enhancement in catalytic activity [29]. 

 

1.4.1 Methodologies for the synthesis of Pt–Ru/C nanoparticles 

The electrochemical activity of Pt–Ru/C catalyst is strongly affected by several 
characteristics: composition, structure, morphology, particle size, and degree of alloying. 
These properties and type of Pt:Ru interactions are influenced by the synthesis method [30] 
Bimetallic Pt–Ru/C  catalysts with different configurations and Pt:Ru interactions have been 
developed and can be described as alloy, core-shell or linked monometallic nanoparticles 
[31].  
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Typically, the Pt–Ru interactions are commonly obtained by simultaneous reduction process, 
with the aid of an appropriate chemical agent, the Pt and Ru precursors to form alloyed Pt–
Ru nanoparticles anchored on a carbon support [32–35].  Nanostructural properties as 
specific surface area to this type of catalysts plays an important role, where a high number of 
Pt and Ru active sites interact, increasing the catalytic activity for the MOR compared to 
monometallic Pt due to the already discussed bifunctional mechanism and ligand effect. 
Some widely used experimental methods for the synthesis of Pt–Ru/C (and Pt/C) 
nanoparticles as impregnation, colloidal, micro emulsion or Bönnemann [36–38]. Each of 
them has advantages and disadvantages that may have an effect on the properties of Pt–Ru/C 
catalysts. 

Among the different impregnation procedures to obtain fuel cells catalysts, the polyol method 
is recognized to control the particle size growth and to promote a homogeneous dispersion 
of nanoparticles over carbon support. The conventional polyol method consists in the 
reduction of a metallic precursor in this case hexachloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6·(H2O)6) 
employing ethylene glycol (EG) as reduction agent. The EG completely dissolves the 
metallic precursor and the solution is fixed to pH = 12, and then the temperature of the 
solution is increased to boiling point (b. p.) of EG, because it is a soft reducing agent and is 
necessary to apply thermal energy to accelerate the reduction of H2PtCl6·(H2O)6 in alkaline 
media. The reaction mechanism described in literature is displayed as follows [38]: 

 

   (dehydration reaction)   

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶     →     𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂 +  𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂   (1.7)       

(acid− base, reaction  p𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 = 6.5) 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶 + 2𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶 ⋅ → 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂 ∙ + 𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂   (1.8) 

 (reduction reaction, M = Pt) 

𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂2 + 4𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂 → 𝐸𝐸 + 2 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3 − (𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂)2 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3 + 2𝐶𝐶2𝑂𝑂 (1.9)       

 

The soft conditions favor small size of particles growth. This process is stopped due to two 
phenomena: i) the absorption reaction by–products over Pt surface, (predominantly, 
glycolates exhibited in reaction 1.8), and ii) reduction of the metallic precursor (showed in 
reaction 1.9).  Additionally, the glycolate ligand formed in reaction 1.8 interacts weakly with 
specific crystalline planes of platinum nanoparticles, obtaining nanoparticles with 
preferential crystal plane orientation [38].   
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1.5 Graphitic carbon systems as supports of fuel cell electrocatalysts  

A. G. Werner applied the term graphite for the first time in 1789 [39]. The elemental structure 
of six carbons forming regular rings and their bonding with other rings generate large planar 
layers. Van deer Waals forces of about 0.2 eV atom-1 link the layers in the crystal formation 
a graphitic structure. Figure 1.6 displays graphite spatial arrangement and elemental 
parameters such as sp2 hybridization from π bond of C=C. These characteristics result in 
ordered planar layers of graphite [39, 40].  

 

 

Figure 1.6.  Structure and genetics characteristics of  graphite 

 

Fuel cell electrocatalysts require of the suitable graphitic carbon support to disperse the 
metallic nanoparticles and create a large surface area to promote the electrochemical 
reactions. Carbonaceous materials such as carbon black, activated carbon, coal, and other 
carbon nanostructures are the most employed supports to anchor metallic nanoparticles for 
fuel cell applications. These carbons have large surface area, high crystallinity, high chemical 
composition and thermal stability, and adequate porosity [41, 42] 

However, besides their structural properties, in most cases graphitic carbons need to activate 
their surface (activated carbon support) to become hydrophilic and be able to appropriately 
anchor metallic nanoparticles.   
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1.5.1 Vulcan XC–72 

Vulcan XC–72 (C) is a mesoporous graphitic carbon black, and this material is the most 
popular carbon support in PEM and DMFCs applications (see Figure 1.7). Cabot Corporation 
is the supplier of this carbonaceous waste obtained from aromatic waste oil found in 
petroleum refineries. The relevance of this graphitic support consists in the presence of native 
surface oxygen functional groups; therefore, it is not required to carried out a 
functionalization process. Such a surface composition makes Vulcan an excellent hydrophilic 
support favoring a good dispersion and anchorage of metal nanoparticles [43, 44]. 

 

 

Figure 1.7 Schematic representation of Vulcan XC-72 (C) structure.  

 

1.5.2 Nanostructured support, Reduced Graphene Oxide (RGO) 

Nowadays, an attractive option to carbon supports to be functional in Fuel cells applications 
is the incorporation of nanostructured carbon support, due to the characteristics such as: large 
surface area, excellent conductivity and mechanical properties [45].  

Moreover, Graphene (G) is a novel carbon structure reported for the first time in 2004 and 
described as isolated monocrystalline graphitic layer with extraordinary electronic behavior 
and large surface area [46, 47]. The hexagonal carbon structure of graphene is integrated by 
C=C and C-C conjugated bonds, and possesses sp2 and σ hybridization bonds likewise 
aromatic ring. Additionally, it has a half filled π orbital, this half-filled π orbital is 
perpendicular to the graphene layer, which promotes its semimetal or transition metal 
electronic behavior [48]. This material represents the basic structure for the construction of 
other carbon assemblies, such as 0D buckyballs, 1D nanotubes and 3D graphite [49]. 
However, carbon nanostructures need to be functionalized to create molecular interactions 
with metallic nanoparticles to be available in fuel cells applications. 

On the other hand, there are carbon nanostructures such as graphene oxide (GO) and reduced 
graphene oxide (RGO) that display similar properties to the graphene and are synthesized 
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using relatively inexpensive chemical methods, obtaining a considerable yield of material 
[50–52]. Figure 1.8 displays the representation of RGO structure. Moreover, the principal 
advantage of GO and RGO is the intrinsic functional groups in the lattice, such as: acid (–
COOH), aldehyde (–COH), epoxy (–O–), hydroxyl (–OH) and other oxidized species, this 
fact helps to create reactive carbon supports.       

 

 

Figure 1.8 Illustration of reduced graphene oxide structure (RGO).    

 

Furthermore, RGO is an attractive material to be applied in fuel cells field due to the duality 
in its characteristics, from graphene and graphene oxide. RGO carbon nanostructure, displays 
the sp2 hybridization inherent of G. The π–orbital from sp2 hybridization of C=C interacts to 
d–orbital of platinum, obtaining excellent dispersion of electrocatalyst over RGO surface [53, 
54]. This affinity results in overlapping orbital, which create strong interactions or chemical 
bonds schematized in (Figure 1.9) [55].  Additionally, possess the oxygen functional groups 
likewise GO to create hydrophilic carbon support and facile interaction with organic fuel 
during the oxidation process carried out by DMFC [56, 57].   

 

 

Figure 1.9 Schematic representation of orbital overlapping between a transition metal (d–
orbital, Pt) and aromatic ring (π-orbital). 
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1.6 Functionalization of graphitic carbon supports 

According to the above described, the surface functionalization of supports, it is required in 
most of the cases, in order to enhance the dispersion of metallic nanoparticles and therefore 
enhance their electrocatalytic performance.  

In the case of electrocatalysts for fuel cells, the surface functionalization of nanostructured 
carbon supports is carried out mainly through three methodologies: i) support modification, 
generally consisting of a doping process where carbon atoms are displayed by heteroatoms 
such as nitrogen, boron, sulfur or fluorine [58, 59]; ii) organic functionalization, which 
involves for example polymeric functionalization of RGO support via non covalent 
interactions [60, 61], and the oxidation of Vulcan via acidification, employing strong acids 
with the finality to introduce reactive organic functional groups that promote the anchoring 
and dispersion of metallic nanoparticles [62]; and iii) Inorganic functionalization, a process 
involving metal nanoparticles like Au, Ag, Pt, Ru, Pd, Co and others, generating metal carbon 
hybrids from methods  such as microwave treatment, electro less plating, laser irradiation, 
physical or chemical vapor deposition [63–65]. 

It is important to note, conversely, that the surface functionalization with aggressive 
chemicals in some cases modify the electronic structure of the supports, distorting the 
graphitized lattice of the carbon material and avoiding higher sp2 rehybridization [66]. This 
type of chemical modification increases the disorder of the carbons by hybridization due to 
a shift from sp2 to sp3 orbital, which should be avoided in order to have a high–performance 
support.  

Recently, an innovative surface functionalization route of carbon supports route has been 
proposed [67, 68]. For the first time, Vulcan XC-72 has been functionalized with the 
ruthenium organometallic complex [(η6-C6H5OCH2CH2OH)RuCl2]2 labeled as Ru–dim. The 
CRu-dim has been employed to synthesize the Pt/CRu-dim catalyst. This anode has demonstrated 
a remarkable catalytic activity for the MOR in terms of onset potential and peak mass current 
density. It has also shown a high tolerance to COads. Also, surface groups have been formed 
on the Vulcan support, promoting the efficient dispersion of Pt nanoparticles and promoting 
a synergistic effect between good dispersion and Pt-Ru interactions. The Raman 
characterization indicated that the graphitized lattice of Vulcan has not been distorted during 
the formulation of CRu-dim [67]. Moreover, XRD and XPS analysis confirmed the formation 
of Pt–Ru alloyed phases, which improved the performance of Pt/CRu-dim for the MOR 
compared to Pt/C and Pt/CRu-com catalyst (Pt supported on Vulcan functionalized with a 
commercial salt, RuCl3·XH2O) [67]. 

Following the successful functionalization of Vulcan, the next step has been the surface 
modifications of Reduced Graphene Oxide (RGO) with similar process. Using Ru–dim as 
the organometallic complex, analogous Pt/RGORu-dim has been synthesized, which also 
showed a higher catalytic activity for the MOR than Pt/RGO, Pt/RGORu-com catalysts [68] 
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1.7 Organometallic compounds  

The organometallic chemistry is described as “The chemistry of metal-carbon bonds” [69]. 
Organometallic compounds have one or more metal centers and organic or nonmetallic 
segments (ligand).  

The attraction force that forms the unusual metal–carbon bond (M–C) is typically called 
coordination compound [70]. According to Werner`s theory, the strength of bonding of the 
ligand atom (nucleophile) is the coordination number, that is, the number of electrons donated 
from ligand to the metal (electrophile) [71]. 

Organometallic complexes have an interesting versatility of chemical properties provided by 
the metal ligand (M–L) interactions. That is, the electronic, thermodynamic and kinetic 
characteristics of metal centers (electro acceptor) may be modulated using the suitable ligand 
(electron donator), producing a chemically stable or reactive compound. Modifications of the 
metal behavior are attributed to functionality of the ligand to promote different coordination 
geometries. It is important to mention that the coordination numbers modify the symmetry, 
length and angle of the M–L bond [72, 73]. As result, key issues in the design of advanced 
materials are the interatomic interactions of molecular orbital, which may indicate strong or 
weak attraction between metal ligand. 

Molecular orbitals play a significant role to understand the affinity between electron 
donations from σ or π orbitals of the ligand to electron acceptance into the d–block of 
transition metals. The electronic M–L interactions may be better understood analyzing Figure 
1.10: a) represents an M–C σ–bond of the lone–pair donor from CO ligand; b) shows the 
orbitals, where the red arrow indicates the electron π–donor from filled π orbital attributed to 
ethylene, bonding the empty dπ orbitals of the transition metal. Back donation, is schematized 
with green arrows describing the electron acceptance of dπ orbital of the transition metal to 
the empty overlapped π* assigned to C=C bonds; c) the red arrow indicates the electronic 
interactions of σ–donator orbital from molecular hydrogen, bonding the dσ orbital with the 
transition metal orbital. Back donation is similarly indicated by the green arrows, considering 
the overlapping of filled dπ orbital from the metal to σ*–orbital attributed to H–H bong [70, 
74].  

 

 

Figure 1.9 a) Lone–pair donor, b) π–bonding electron pair donor, and c) σ–bonding electron 
pair donor.     
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The back donation interaction, between π* orbital of carbon with sp2 hybridization and dπ 
orbital from metal transition showed in Figure 1.10 b), represents an extraordinary 
opportunity to employ organometallic compounds to interact with unsaturated carbon 
structures as carbon rings, the elemental units to conform novel carbon nanostructures, such 
as: carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, graphene and other structures [75–78].  

Moreover, transition metals have the capacity to coordinate one or more atoms from carbon 
structures, a property known as hapticity (η) where “the number of atoms of the organic 
moiety are attached to the metal atom is specified by the appropriated Greek numerical prefix, 
mono, di, tri, tetra, penta, hexa, hepta, octa, etc.” [79]. Specifically, η6 hapticity, corresponds 
to the coordination of six carbon atoms with the transition metal. In organometallics, six 
carbons with sp2 hybridization building a hexagonal ring are also known as “arene”. This η6-
arene, π- ligand is structurally analogue to the honeycomb ring that forms the graphitic 
structures, fostering the η6 ligands [80]. 

In recent studies, organometallic complexes of chromium (Cr) such as (η6–arene)Cr(CO)3 
and Cr(CO)6, have been employed to functionalize single-walled carbon nanotubes 
(SWCNT) and graphene [81–85]. The Cr fulfills the conditions to be η6-coordinated using 
empty dπ orbitals to overlap the π orbital from sp2 hybridization of benzoic rings from carbon 
nanostructured material [83-86]. As a result, SWCNTs have been functionalized with (ƞ6-
arene)Cr(CO)3 via the coordination with Cr, forming the chemically stable (η6-arene)2Cr 
structure, where CO ligands were substituted by the arene ring from the CNTs [87]. Another 
opportunity to functionalize carbon structures is by using ruthenium atom in the dimeric 
organometallic complexes, i.e., [(η6–C6H5OCH2CH2OH) RuCl2]2 and [(η6–C6H5CH(CH3)3) 
RuCl2]2. These compounds have similar polymeric structures that promote a complete 
covering of the carbon surface during functionalization.   

Therefore, organometallic transition metals have vast potential for taking advantage of the 
coordination with graphitic carbon structures. Nevertheless, the wide range of applications 
using organometallic compounds in electrocatalysis is not completely understood. 
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Chapter II 

3. Hypothesis  

The ruthenium organometallic compounds have aromatic groups in its structure, similar to 
benzoic rings present in the graphitic carbon structure, it could lead to affinity between both 
materials, possibly getting a significant amount of ruthenium sites on the carbon supports.  

Furthermore, functionalized carbonaceous supports will be an attractive option to be 
employed in the synthesis of electrocatalysts type Pt/C and Pt/RGO. These electrocatalysts 
will be able to form Pt–Ru interactions, in order to be applied as anode to MOR in a half–
cell reaction. 
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Chapter III 

3. Objectives 

3.1 General objective 

Synthesize and characterize ruthenium organometallic compounds, to evaluate its 
performance for the functionalization of nanostructured carbon systems, and from these 
functionalized supports to develop electrocatalysts type Pt/C and Pt/RGO. Subsequently, 
apply the electrocatalysts to evaluate the MOR in acid media.  

 

3.2 Specific objectives 

* Synthesis and physicochemical characterization of organometallic compounds [η6–
C6H5OCH2CH2OH)RuCl2]2 (Ru–dim) and [(η6–C6H4(CHMe2)Me)RuCl2]2 (Ru-cym). 

* Functionalization and physicochemical characterization of Vulcan XC-72 with home–
made ruthenium organometallic compound Ru–dim and their comparison with functionalized 
support using commercial salt of ruthenium.  

* Functionalization and physicochemical characterization of carbon nanostructured support, 
RGO with commercial and home–made ruthenium organometallic compounds Ru–dim and 
Ru–cym to be compared.  

* Synthesis and physicochemical characterization of electrocatalyst type Pt/C and Pt/RGO, 
employing functionalized carbon supports to be applied as anode to evaluate their 
electrochemical activity to MOR in acid media.  
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Chapter IV 

4. Experimental section 

4.1 Chemical reagents and laboratory supplies 

The following chemical reagents of analytical grade were used in this project. Vulcan XC-
72 (99.95%) and reduced graphene oxide (Graphene, 75% exfoliation) were obtained from 
Cabot Corp. and ID-Nano, respectively. Ruthenium chloride (RuCl3.XH2O) (40-49% Ru), 
ethylene glycol (C2H6O2) (99.8%), 1−metoxy−1,4−ciclohexadiene (C6H7OCH3) (85%), 
1−isopropyl−4-methylcyclohexa−1,3−diene (85%, α-terpinene), ethanol (C2H5OH) (99.9%), 
methanol (CH3OH) (99.9%), isopropyl alcohol (C3H7OH) (99.97%), ethylic ether ((C2H5)2O) 
(99.9%), chloroform (CHCl3) (99.9%), benzophenone (C13H10O) (99%), phosphorus 
pentoxide (P2O5) (97%),  iodine (I2) (99.8%), magnesium (Mg) (99.98%), sodium sulphate 
(Na2SO4) ((≥ 99%), tetrahydrofuran (THF, C4H8O) (99%), methylene chloride (CH2Cl2) 
(99.8%), deuterated water (D2O) (99.99%), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, C2H6OS) (99.96%), 
Chloroform-d (CCl3D) (99.8%), chloroplatinic acid hexahydrate (H2PtCl6.XH2O) (≥ 37.50% 
Pt), Nafion solution 117 (5 wt. %),  sulfuric acid (H2SO4) (95-99%), nitric acid (HNO3) (70%) 
and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (97%), were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Sodium metallic 
(Na0), deionized and distilled water were acquired from Jalmeck. pH calibration standards 
(4.00±0.01, 7.00±0.01 and 10.00±0.01) were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Liquid 
nitrogen N2(l), ultra−high purity 99.9% of gases as Argon Ar(g), carbon monoxide CO(g) and 
Nitrogen N2(g) were purchased from INFRA.  

The Schelnk line (crystal instrumentation) was used for the synthesis of organometallic 
compounds. The following laboratory supplies were employed during the experimentation: 
Distillation system (crystal instrumentation), reflux system(crystal instrumentation), thermo–
circulator (Volta–Lab),  high–vacuum pump (Hanning Elektro–Werke), vacuum pump (Gast 
Manufacturing Inc.), ultrasonic bath (Branson), mechanical convection oven (Lab–line), 
digital balance (Ohaus), electric dryer (Sanpla), stainless steel hood (TecnoLab), hypodermic 
syringes (Cadence Science), Double–tipped cannula  (Sigma–Aldrich), filter cannula 
(Sigma–Aldrich), Dewar flask (Thermo–Scientific), pH meter (Conductronic),  digital 
stirring hot plate (Thermo–Scientific), rheostat (Stuco Energy Products CO.), filter paper 
(Whatman), filter membrane (Durapore), Micropipette (Nichipet), beral pipette (Simport), 
hermetic plastic tube (Eppendorf) and suba seal (Sigma–Aldrich).      

 

4.2 Synthesis of Ru organometallic compounds 

A Schlenk line with inert atmosphere was used to obtain the Ru compounds. The glassware 
was previously washed and heated at 95 ºC overnight to eliminate moisture. Dried solvents 
were used during the synthesis of organometallic complexes to avoid the formation of 
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metallic oxides. Each solvent was subjected to a specific drying agent to increase the drying 
efficiency (See Table 4.1) [1].    

 

Table 4.1 Drying agents implemented to eliminate humidity of polar solvents [1]. 

Solvent Drying agent Reflux (time) 

Ethanol Mg0/I2 3 h 

Ethylic ether, Tetrahydrofuran Na0/ C13H10O 2 h 

Mytilene chloride P2O5 2 h 

Chloroform Na2SO4 (48h at 
RT.) 

– 

 

4.2.1 Synthesis of Ru–dim 

The organometallic compound [(η6–C6H5OCH2CH2OH) RuCl2]2 (Ru–dim) was based 
following the methodology reported in [2], with slight modifications as follows: methoxy-
1,4-cyclohexadiene (2.25 mL, 19.2 mmol) was added to an ethylene glycol solution (15 mL) 
of ruthenium trichloride trihydrate (1.0 g, 3.82 mmol), followed by heating at 120 °C for 3 
h. The solution was washed with 5 mL of ethylic ether and ethanol for three times to posterior 
dried solution in vacuum to obtain solid material. Ru–dim was obtained as orange/brown 
powder in 59.3 % (702 mg, 1.13 mmol) and (m.p. 150 °C). 1H-NMR (500 MHz, 
D2O, δ ppm): 3.94 (t, 4 H, CH2, J = 7.1 Hz), 4.32 (t, 4 H, CH2), 5.52 (m, 2 H, Ph), 5.54 (m, 
4 H, Ph), 6.07 (t, 4 H, A Ph, J = 9.2 Hz).   

 

4.2.2 Synthesis of Ru–cym 

The [(η6-C6H4(CHMe2)Me)RuCl2]2 (Ru–cym) compound  was synthetized following an 
established methodology in [3], with modifications: RuCl3·H2O (2 g, 9.6 mmol) and 1-
isopropyl-4-methylcyclohexa–1,3–diene (10 mL) in dry ethanol (90 mL) were refluxed for 4 
h. A red-brown powder was obtained and washed with diethyl ether to remove any excess of 
α–terpinene. Afterwards, in order to purify the Ru–cym compound, 5 ml of dry chloroform 
were added to the solution which was frozen by submerging it in liquid nitrogen (–195 ºC) 
for 5 min. Then, vacuum was carried out for three times. Compound Ru–cym was obtained 
as orange/reddish powder in 71.5 % (2.1112 g, 3.44 mmol) and (m.p. 247 °C). 1H-NMR 
(500 MHz, CCl3D2, δ ppm): 1.25 (d, 6 H, CH (CH3)2, J = 7.2 Hz), 2.13 (s, 3H, C6H4 CH3), 
2.89 (m, 1 H, CH (CH3)2), 5.32 (d, 2 H, η6–C6H4 J = 6.0 Hz), 5.45 (d, 2 H, η6–
C6H4, J = 6.0 Hz).  
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4.3 Functionalization of carbon supports with ruthenium compounds 

4.3.1 Synthesis of functionalized Vulcan supports: CRu-dim and CRu-com  

CRu-dim was obtained from the functionalization of Vulcan XC–72 with the organometallic 
compound, starting from a Ru–dim: Vulcan molar ratio of 1:10 [4], as follows: 104.16 mg 
(0.168 mmol) of Ru–dim and 20 mg (1.68 mmol) of Vulcan were stirred in 8 mL of THF 
under Ar(g) atmosphere and refluxing conditions for 24 h at 130 °C. The black solution 
generated was transferred into a Schlenk tube, filtered through a cannula, washed with dried 
THF and finally dried in vacuum for 12 h, resulting in a black/reddish powder.  

CRu-com was obtained following the same procedure described above, starting from 43.93 mg 
(0.168 mmol) of commercial RuCl3

.XH2O and 20 mg of Vulcan, resulting in a black powder. 
Figure 4.1 shows a scheme of the procedure. Additionally, non–functionalized Vulcan (C) 
was used without further treatment as support. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Reactions of the experimental procedure for Vulcan functionalization, 
(black/reddish powder) [4].  

 

4.3.2 Synthesis of functionalized reduced graphene oxide supports: RGORu-dim, RGORu-cym 
and RGORu-com  

 

Functionalization of reduced graphene oxide (RGO) to obtain RGORu-dim, RGORu-cym and 
RGORu-com was performed under the same conditions and molar stoichiometry between Ru 
precursors and carbon as described for Vulcan. In addition, graphene was also functionalized 
with the Ru–cym compound to obtain RGORu-cym starting with 102.88 g (0.168 mmol) of Ru 
precursor and 20 mg of RGO. The only difference relative to the other supports was that the 
refluxing temperature was set to 72 ºC [4, 5]. In the case of C and non–functionalized RGO 
were also tested as support. Figure 4.2 shows a scheme of the experimental procedure.  
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Figure 4.2 Reactions of the experimental procedure for reduced graphene oxide RGORu-dim, 
RGORu-com and RGORu-cym, (black powder) [4, 5].  

 

4.4 Synthesis of electrocatalysts anodes based on Platinum 

4.4.1 Synthesis of Pt/C and Pt/RGO electrocatalysts 

The 20 wt. % Pt/C, Pt/CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-com, Pt/RGO, Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-

com electrocatalysts were synthesized via the polyol method with ethylene glycol (EG) as 
reducing agent, in Figure 4.3 is represented the chemical equation and conditions of synthesis 
[6, 7]. Separately, 80 mg of the corresponding carbon support was dispersed for 30 min. by 
ultrasound in 48 mL of EG. The appropriate amount of H2PtCl6.6H2O (53.3 mg) was 
dispersed in an ultrasonic bath for 30 min in 2 mL of EG and added to the carbon solution. 
The mixture was subjected to magnetic stirring for 1 h, followed by the adjustment of the pH 
to 12 by adding NaOH (1 mol L-1).   

Afterwards, the temperature was increased to 130 ºC under refluxing and stirring conditions, 
maintaining a constant temperature for 3 h and left to cool down to room temperature. 
Subsequently, 4 mL of H2SO4 (1 mol L-1) was used to adjust the pH=2, maintaining stirring 
for another 3 h. The solution was filtered, and the dark powder obtained was washed and 
dried under vacuum atmosphere. Figure 4.3 shows the synthesis conditions to obtain the Pt–
based electrocatalysts.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 Reactions of the experimental conditions to synthesize the Pt/C, Pt/CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-

com, Pt/G, Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com electrocatalysts, (black powder) [6, 
7]. 
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4.5 Physicochemical characterization 

4.5.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 

Dimers of organometallic complexes Ru–dim and Ru–cym were characterized by 1H–NMR 
spectroscopy.  Chemical analyses were obtained in a 500 MHz Bruker Advance III (using a 
5 mm direct broad band with Z–grad (PABBO-1H/D Z–GRAD). The 1H chemical shifts were 
referenced to residual no deuterated solvent. Ru-dim was dissolved in Deuterated water 
(D2O) (99.99%) and Ru-cym was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (99.96%).  

 

4.5.2 Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy (FT–IR) 

FT–IR spectra were acquired using a Thermo-Nicolet 6700 spectrometer in the 4000 to 600 
cm-1 region, with a nominal resolution of 4 cm-1 using the ATR technique. The chemical 
functional groups of experimental spectra were evaluated with the OMNIC software. 

 

4.5.3 Raman Spectroscopy (Raman) 

Raman micro-analysis was performed in confocal μ-Surf explorer microscope (Horiba) using 
laser pulse energy of 2.33 eV (532 nm). All microanalysis images were taken at 10x 
magnification. The acquisition time for non–functionalized C and RGO were 30 s with a 50% 
filter. In the case of functionalized supports, the parameters were 10 s and 25%, respectively.  
Spectra were recorded over the 4000–400 cm-1 range. The relationship between the intensities 
of the G and D bands (ID/IG ratio) was used to determine the rehybridization after 
functionalization of carbon supports. It is important to note that the G–band represents the 
degree of graphitization (C–sp2 hybridization), while the D–band is due to the lattice disorder 
or defects (sp3 hybridization). The spectra in Figure 4.4 a) show the thypical bands assigned 
to multilayer carbon nanostructured material at three different laser energies [8].   

 

Figure 4.4 a) Raman spectra of exfoliated RGO using three differents laser energies. b) 
Multiple peak for 2D region of multilayer graphene [8].   
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Furthermore, the deconvolution in Figure 4.4 b) of 2D band also known as G´ band is another 
important parameter to known if the carbon lattice is a monolayer, bilayer or multilayer.   

 

4.5.4 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

XRD patterns were recorded in an Empyrean PANalytical diffractometer with a Bragg–
Brentano geometry operated at 40 kV and 45 mA, using a Cu-Kα radiation source (λ=1.5406 
Å) in the 2θº range of 5–100° with a step scan of 0.0167 (2θº) and 59 s per step. The patterns 
collected were plotted with Match! ™ Sofware. The crystal structures of face-centered cubic 
(fcc) platinum and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) ruthenium, where identified with the 
JCPDS–04–0802 and JCPDS–06–0663 cards, respectively. Figure 4.5 illustrates the structure 
of both metals. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Crystal structures of a) fcc–Pt and b) hcp–Ru, developed with Mercury software 
(Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre).  

International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) established the crystal structures of face-
centered cubic (fcc) to platinum and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) of ruthenium, described 
by cards JCPDS–04–0802 and JCPDS–06–0663 illustrated in Figure 4.5 a) and b), 
respectively.  

The crystallite size (d) of electrocatalysts was determined from the diffraction patterns by 
using Scherrer’s equation [9]:    

 

Equation 4.1:     d= 0.9×𝜆𝜆α1
𝛽𝛽2θ× cosθmax
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where λα1 is the X–ray wavelength source (CuKα=1.54056 Å). The parameter β2θ is the full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) in radians and θmax corresponds to angle position of the 
peak in 2θº scale. 

The lattice parameter (afcc) of Pt was calculated with the following equation [10]: 

Equation 4.2:     afcc=
√2 λα1
sinθmax

 

 

where λα1 and θmax have the same meaning as calculation described in Equation 4.1. From 
the Vegard’s law [11] the atomic fraction of Ru alloyed (XRu) was calculated [12]: 

 

Equation 4.3:      afcc= 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜- k XRu 

where loc = 3.9155 Å is the lattice parameter for pure platinum supported on carbon and k 
=0.124 Å is a constant.  

  

4.5.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy coupled with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM-
EDS) 

The morphology of organometallic compounds and the carbon supports was determined in a 
Philips XL30 SEM apparatus, under an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. The chemical 
composition of the carbon supports and the Pt electrocatalysts was determined with the same 
apparatus equipped with the Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) technique. Five 
quantitative microanalyses in different areas of the samples were taken and averaged.    

 

4.5.6 High–Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HR–TEM) 

The electrocatalysts were characterized by HR–TEM, with high–angle annular dark field 
scanning/transmission electron microscopy (HAADF–STEM) and chemical mapping in a 
Jeol JEM–ARM200F microscope, operating at 30 kV. Images, selected area electron 
diffraction (SAED) pattern and histograms of nanoparticles were treated with Gatan Digital 
Micrograph software.   

 

4.5.7 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

The chemical surface composition was studied by X–Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
in a Thermo Scientific Escalab 250 Xi instrument having an Al–Kα (1486.68 eV) source and 
operating at ~10 mbar. The X–ray voltage and power were 14 kV and 350 W, respectively. 
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The spectra were obtained using a pass energy of 20 eV. Peak fitting with Voight profiles 
was performed using the AAnalyzer™ software [13]. The baseline corrections were made 
using the Shirley-Sherwood method. Binding energies were calibrated to the C (1s) peak 
fixed at 284.8 eV. 

XPS analysis has a sensibility to determinate the chemical composition of sample surface 
and depth nearby 10 nm. For deeper regions, angle resolved XPS analysis is necessary [14]. 
In this work, the elemental composition (% at.) of the electrocatalysts was calculated with 
the following equation [15–16]: 

Equation 4.4:   % at.  = 
Ai
Si

∑
Aj
Sj

m
j

    

where Ai is area under photoelectron peak of element i; Si is the ratio between the intensity 
of the photoelectron peak of element i and the number of atoms per cm3 [18]; and j and m 
represent the number of elements in the sample.  

 

4.6 Electrochemical Characterization 

Electrochemical measurements were carried out in a three-electrode electrochemical cell 
using a VoltaLab PGZ301 potentiostat/galvanostat. Figure 4.6 a) shows an image of the cell 
set-up.  

The counter-electrode was a Pt foil, while the reference electrode was of the Ag/AgCl type, 
although the potentials have been referred to the Standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE). To 
build the thin–film working electrodes, a mirror-finished glassy carbon disk (5 mm diameter) 
was used. Catalytic inks were prepared by separately sonicating 10 mg of Pt/CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-

com, Pt/C, Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym, Pt/RGORu-com or Pt/RGO for 30 min, in a mixture 
containing 2 mL isopropyl alcohol and 5 µL Nafion solution. Then, aliquots of 10 µL of each 
electrocatalyst were deposited over the glassy carbon as shown in Figure 4.6 b) and let to 
dry. 

Cyclic voltammograms (CVs, in mA cm-2 or mA mg-1
Pt) were acquired in N2-saturated 0.5 

mol L-1 H2SO4, in the 0.05 to 1.2 V (vs. SHE) potential range, at a scan rate of 20 mV s-1.  
The electrochemically active surface area (ECSA, in m2 mgPt−1) of each electrocatalyst was 
calculated from the Hdes region of the CVs with equation [17]:  

Equation 4.5:     ECSA= 𝑄𝑄
QHdes

𝑥𝑥 𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
  

where Q is the integrated current under the area of Hdes (µC cm-2) region illustrated in Figure 
4.7 a) to characteristic behavior of Pt/C catalyst, QHdes is the adsorption charge for an atomic 
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layer of hydrogen on catalyst surface, QHdes=210 µC cm-2 for smooth platinum surface. LPt is 
the amount of Platinum on geometric area of electrodes (µg).   

In order to evaluate the catalytic activity for the MOR, the polarization curves were acquired 
in the same conditions, adding 0.5 mol L-1 CH3OH to the electrolyte. CO–stripping 
measurements were carried out bubbling CO into the cell for 10 min while polarizing the 
electrode at 0.075 V (vs. SHE), followed by Ar purging for 20 min. Then, CVs were recorded 
at 20 mV s-1 in the range of 0.05 to 1.2 V (vs. SHE) detecting CO desorption (COdes) pick. 
Figure 4.7 a) illustrates the hydrogen adsorption–desorption, double layer and platinum 
oxides regions. Additionally, the CV after CO-stripping test of Pt/C catalyst is represented 
in Figure 4.7 b), showing the COdes region.     

 

 

Figure 4.6 a) Image of the electrochemical cell showing the three electrodes. b) Image of the 
deposition of catalytic ink over the glassy carbon disk. 
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Figure 4.7 CVs of the electrochemical characterization of Pt/C electrocatalysts. a) Under N2 
atmosphere showing the Hads/Hdes regions, double layer region and typical regions of 
oxidation-reduction reactions. b) CO desorption region (COdes), obtained after CO-stripping 
test.  
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Chapter V  

5. Physicochemical characterization of Ru organometallic compounds 

Arene Ruthenium (II) complexes have been subject of intense research in recent years due to 
their potential applications in several areas. Binuclear chloro−bridged compounds of the type 
[[η6− (arene)RuCl2] are useful precursors for the formation of a wide range of neutral or 
cationic half−sandwich Ru organometallic compounds. The most used method to synthesize 
this class of compounds it is through the dehydrogenation 1,3 or 1,4−cyclohexadienes using 
ethanolic RuCl3

.XH2O [1−3].   

In this work the binuclear compounds were synthetized, the [(η6-C6H5OCH2CH2OH)RuCl2]2 

(Ru−dim) and [(η6-C6H4(CHMe2)Me)RuCl2]2 (Ru−cym), where the first one has a 
functionalized arene with polar group while the second has a p−cymene ligand. Ru−dim was 
obtained as orange/brown powder (59.26% yield). following the methodology reported in 
[4], with slight modifications displayed in Figure 5.1 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Parameters of the reaction for synthesis of Ru−dim, (orange/brown powder).  

 

The Ru−cym compound was obtained following the methodology reported in [5], with 
modifications from ethanolic solution of RuCl3·XH2O and 1−isopropyl−4-
methylcyclohexa−1,3−diene (see Figure 5.2). Ru−cym was obtained as orange/reddish 
powder (71.52 % yield).  
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Figure 5.2 Parameters of the reaction for synthesis of Ru−cym, (orange/reddish powder in 
solution). 

 

The physicochemical characterization of (Ru−dim) and (Ru−cym) was carried out by 
1H−NMR, IR spectroscopy and SEM-EDS techniques.  

 

3.1 NMR 

The 1H−NMR spectrum in Figure 5.3 of Ru−dim compound demonstrated evidence of the 
functionalization of the arene ligand through the chemical shifts for the proton a and b, which 
appeared at δ 3.94 and 4.32 ppm, as well as the corresponding aromatic protons orto o, meta 
m and para p at 5.52, 5.54 and 6.07 ppm, respectively. The central π bonded also known as 
hapto-coordination of aromatic ring with ruthenium atom are reported in 5.2−6.5 ppm [6]. 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the 1H-NMR spectrum of Ru−cym compound. The signals showed at 
1.25, 2.13 and 2.80 ppm, assigned to methyl and isopropyl groups of the arene ligand 
coordinated to ruthenium atom. Protons corresponding to orto o and meta m were observed 
as double signal at 5.32 and 5.45 ppm, respectively [5].  
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Figure 5.3 1H-NMR (500MHz, D2O) spectrum of [(η6-C6H5OCH2CH2OH)RuCl2]2 
(Ru−dim). 

 

 

Figure 5.4 1H-NMR (500MHz, DMSO) spectrum of [(η6-C6H4(CHMe2)Me)RuCl2]2 
(Ru−cym). 
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5. 2 FT–IR 

Figure 5.5 displays the FT−IR spectra of Ru organometallic complexes. Ru−dim shows the 
absorption signals of C=C and C−H bonds in the1523-640 cm-1 and 3073-2900 cm-1 intervals, 
respectively attributed to vibrations of arene ring [3, 6]. The functional group as 
oxy−hydroxyl ethylene (−O−CH2−CH2−OH) in the arene structure shows the absorption 
bands corresponding to −OH, C−O−H and C−O groups at 3417, 1264 and 1091 cm-1, 
respectively [7,8]. On the other hand, v(Ru−Cl) can be found in the far−IR region since it has 
an absorption band at 303 cm-1 [9].  Moreover, the Ru−dim spectrum shows three 
high−intensity bands assigned to C=C bonds in 1523, 1444 and 640 cm-1 corresponding to 
vibrations in the arene ring.  

 

 

Figure 5.5 FT−IR spectra of organometallic compounds Ru−dim and Ru−cym. 

 

Meanwhile, the FT−IR spectrum of Ru−cym displays absorption bands due to C=C and C−H 
bonds of the p−cymene aromatic ligand, with comparable wavelength positions as those 
aromatic rings of arene ligand in Ru−dim. However, in the case of the p−cymene ligand, the 
aromatic ring has methyl and isopropyl chemical fragments, whose signals overlap with those 
of weak absorption frequencies from the arene ring and the bands assigned to C−H bonds 
from alkyl fragments (vibrations in 1000−1300 cm-1) [10].  
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3.3 SEM–EDS 

Figure 5.6 shows the SEM images of a) Ru−dim and b) Ru−cym. Both materials have large 
irregularly−shaped crystals. The Ru−cym seems to be prism−shaped, similar to previously 
reported to Ru−dim compound [11]. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 SEM micrographs of: a) Ru−dim and b) Ru−cym. 

 

Table 5.1 Chemical composition of Ru−dim and Ru−cym.  

Organometallic C Ru O Cl 

complex (% wt.) 

Ru-dim 42.00 27.82 7.29 22.89 

Ru-cym 51.42 27.03 - 21.55 

 

The chemical composition of Ru−dim and Ru−cym is displayed in Table 5.1. It is interesting 
to note that the Ru concentrations is ~27 wt. % in both cases. The carbon concentrations in 
Ru−cym is 51.42 wt. % higher than that of Ru−dim (42 wt. %). This outcome is expected 
since the p−cymene ligand in Ru−cym contains methyl and isopropyl chemical fragments 
contributing to the presence of C. Meanwhile, only Ru−dim has the presence of oxygen (7.29 
%), attributed to (−O−CH2−CH2−OH) groups linked to its arene ring. Chloride concentration 
is 22.89 and 21.55 wt. % for Ru−dim and Ru−cym, respectively. Overall, it can be concluded 
that the chemical composition of the Ru compounds is similar and can be a consequence of 
the similitude in their structures.  
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Conclusions  

Chapter V 
The ruthenium organometallic compounds were synthesized under inert conditions 
employing Schlenk technique, obtaining finally stable compounds in air conditions.      
 

• The 1H–RMN results confirm the formation of coordinate interaction arene–
ruthenium of organometallic compounds [(η6–C6H5OCH2CH2OH)RuCl2]2 (Ru–dim) 
and [(η6–C6H4(CHMe2)Me)RuCl2]2 (Ru–cym).  
 

• FT–IR analysis determinate the presence of C=C bond from arene ligand and the 
signals attributed to functional groups bonded to aromatic rings  functional group oxy 
hydroxyl ethylene (−O−CH2−CH2−OH) in the arene structure of Ru–dim and 
(isopropyl, CHMe2), (methyl, Me) from Ru–cym.  
 
 

• SEM−EDS Analysis determinate the irregular polygonal structure to organometallic 
compounds and the ruthenium ~27 wt. % in both cases, an important parameter of 
high concentration of Ru available.  
 

• Thermal stability at temperature > 130ºC of Ru–dim (m p. 150ºC) and Ru–cym (m. p. 
247º C) and dimeric structure conferring stability (36 electrons), characteristics that 
contributes to avoid degradation of organometallic compounds during 
functionalization process and posterior polyol synthesis.  
 
 

•   The arene and p-cymene ligands from Ru–dim and Ru–cym, respectively, possess 
high similitude to aromatic rings that conforms graphitic carbon structures, 
converting them in excellent materials for the functionalization of graphitic carbon 
supports such as Vulcan and RGO.  
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Chaper VI  

6. Development of high performance Pt/C electrocatalysts for Methanol 
Oxidation Reaction (MOR) based on Vulcan functionalized with Ru–
compounds   

This section is covering all results obtained from physicochemical characterization of 
supports CRu-dim, CRu-com and C (non-functionalized Vulcan). Additionally, is reported the 
physicochemical and electrochemical characterization of Pt/C, Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com 

electrocatalysts.  

 

6.1 Physicochemical characterization of CRu-dim, CRu-com and C 

6.1.2 FT–IR 

Figure 6.1 shows the FT–IR spectra of CRu-dim, CRu-com and non-functionalized Vulcan (C). 
The latter displays weak bands in the 600-1690 cm-1 range, attributed to the C–C, C–H and 
C–O vibrations of carbon [1, 2]. On the other hand, the positive effect of functionalization is 
shown for CRu-dim and CRu-com. The intense absorption bands in the 3077–2854 and 1690–1477 
cm-1 intervals are attributed to C–H and C=C vibrations, respectively. It is worth noticing 
that CRu-dim displays a C=C band at 1520 cm-1 not observed for CRu-com. Moreover, C–O–H, 
C–O and C–H signals are also observed [3, 4]. At ca. 780 cm-1, CRu-com shows a high-intensity 
band corresponding to C–Cl stretchings ascribed to the interactions of Vulcan and ruthenium 
chloride [5]. Thus, it is concluded that Ru–dim and Ru–com modify the surface characteristics 
of Vulcan, developing functional groups that promote the anchorage of Pt nanoparticles.  

 

 
Figure 6.1 FT-IR spectra of CRu-dim, CRu-com and C. 
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6.1.3 Raman 

Figure 6.2 displays the Raman spectra of CRu-dim, CRu-com and C. All the supports display the 
expected signals for carbon materials: i) the D band at ca. 1350 cm-1 related to lattice disorder, 
attributed to the C–C vibrations of the sp3 defect sites; and ii) the G signal at ca. 1580 cm-1 
corresponding to sp2 hybridization from C=C bonds (graphitized lattice), due to π interactions 
[6, 7]. Additionally, two peaks at 604 and 466 cm-1 assigned to ruthenium-carbon interphases, 
can be observed at CRu-dim and CRu-com, feature that correlates well with the reaction of 
ruthenium oxides and ruthenium crystals with organic molecules reported elsewhere [8, 9]. 

   

 

Figure 6.2 Raman spectra of CRu-dim, CRu-com and C. 

 

The degree of hybridization due to a shift from sp2 to sp3 orbitals can be determined from the 
ratio of the intensities of the D and G bands, ID/IG [10-13]. The ratios decrease from 1.07 for 
non–functionalized Vulcan, to 1.03 and 0.96 for CRu-dim and CRu-com, respectively. Based on 
this behavior, it can be concluded that the graphitized lattice of Vulcan is not distorted during 
the formulation of CRu-dim and CRu-com. To the best of our knowledge, organometallic surface 
modification of Vulcan has not been reported previously. However, the surface 
functionalization of carbon nanotubes and graphene with [(η6–C6H6)2Cr] showed that bis-
hexahapto-metal bonds are formed, preserving their graphitic band structure as reported 
elsewhere [14]. A similar reaction can be proposed for Vulcan based on the Raman spectra 
shown here, in what seems to be a constructive rehybridization [14].  
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6.1.4 SEM–EDS 

SEM images in Figure 6.3 show the morphology of a) Vulcan, with typical semi–spherical 
particles; b) Ru–dim, having large irregularly-shaped crystals; c) CRu-dim, which shows mixed 
features of Vulcan and Ru–dim; and d) CRu-com, also with semi-spherical particles larger than 
those of Vulcan, attributed to the treatment with Ru–com.  

 

 

Figure 6.3 SEM micrographs of: a) C, b) Ru-dim, c) CRu-dim and d) CRu-com.   

 

The chemical composition of the functionalized supports obtained from EDS analysis is 
shown in Table 6.1 Paying attention on Ru, both have considerably large contents, higher in 
the case of CRu-dim than CRu-com (17.24 and 10.04 wt. %, respectively). It is interesting to 
mention that such high amounts of Ru confirm the chemical stability of the Ru–dim 
organometallic compound, since it remains on the surface of the carbon material after 
functionalization (seen also in Figure 6.3 c). Also, it is hypothesized that ruthenium atoms 
may be coordinated with carbon atoms on the graphitized segments of the lattice, although 
this should be confirmed with more studies of CRu-dim. Evidently, the carbon content has 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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decreased as a result of the surface modification of Vulcan with Ru–dim and Ru–com. The 
presence of O and Cl from the Ru chemical precursors is also reported in Table 6.1 

 

Table 6.1 Chemical composition of CRu-dim and CRu-com, from EDS analysis. 
 

Support C Ru O Cl 
 (wt. %) 

CRu-dim 65.72 17.24 4.63 12.40 
CRu-com 71.90 10.04 7.96 9.82 

 

 

6.2 Physicochemical characterization of the Pt/CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-com and Pt/C electrocatalysts 

6.2.1 XRD and EDS 

The XRD pattern of Pt/C in Figure 6.4 a) shows the (111), (200), (220) and (311) reflections 
at 39.74°, 46.25°, 67.45° and 81.29° respectively (in 2θ scale), corresponding to fcc platinum 
(JCPDS 04-0802). A reflection at 24.92°, attributed to the (002) plane of carbon, is also 
observed. Pt/CRu-com has the same Pt features, while Pt/CRu-dim shows only the (111) and (311) 
Pt reflections. Two features attributed to the presence of Ru on the surface of the supports 
are observed for the patterns of Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com: i) the peak due to carbon is not 
evident; and ii) a peak at about 9° can be clearly seen. Figure 4.4b) shows the deconvolution 
of the diffraction peak at low angles observed for Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com. Three overlapped 
signals attributed to the (110), (101) and (102) ruthenium crystal planes (in 2θ positions of 
7.6, 9.2 and 11.2, respectively) have been determined. This finding confirms that the 
reflection can be ascribed to Ru, in good agreement with the literature [15,16].    
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Figure 6.4 (a) XRD patterns of Pt/CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-com and Pt/C. (b) Zooming of the 5-13° (2θ) 
range. (c) Zooming of the (220) and (311) Pt reflections. 

 

Figure 6.4 c) shows the shift towards higher angles of the Pt (311) plane at Pt/CRu-dim and 
Pt/CRu-com relative to Pt/C. It is to be noticed that the displacement is almost 2° in the 2θ scale 
for Pt/CRu-dim (Table 6.2), larger than those reported for Pt–Ru alloys synthesized by the 
polyol and other methods [17-20]. This is evidence that Pt nanoparticles and Ru atoms from 
the organometallic compound form Pt–Ru alloyed phases at Pt/CRu-dim. The same can be 
argued for Pt/CRu-com since it also shows a shift in the (311) plane (Table 6.2). 

 

Table 6.2. Structural parameters of the electrocatalysts from the (311) Pt reflection. 
 

Electrocatalyst Peak position 
(°) 

afcc 
(nm) 

XRu 

(%) 
d, XRD 

(nm) 
d, TEM 

(nm) 
Pt/C 81.22 0.398 - 2.05 1.91 

Pt/CRu-com 82.37 0.331 0.489 1.89 1.87 
Pt/CRu-dim 83.13 0.283 0.509 1.49 2.59 
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To confirm this claim, the degree of alloying has been analyzed from the data of reflection 
(311). The lattice parameter (afcc) of Pt/CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-com and Pt/C is determined according 
to the well-known equation (6.1), as reported elsewhere [21]: 

 

Equation 6.1:     𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜=
√2 λα1
sinθmax

 

 

Where λα1 is the X-ray wavelength (1.54056 Å) and θmax is the peak angle. Using Vegard’s 
law [22], the atomic fraction of Ru alloyed (XRu) is calculated with Equation (6.2) [23]: 

 

Equation 6.2:     𝑎𝑎fcc= 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜- k XRu 

 

Where loc = 3.9155 Å is the lattice parameter for pure platinum supported on carbon and k = 
0.124 Å is a constant. The values of 𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 and XRu are given in Table 6.2. Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-

com have a significant lattice contraction relative to Pt/C. Particularly, Pt/CRu-dim shows the 
strongest reduction resulting in 𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 0.283 nm, which is smaller than the value reported for 
bulk Pt–Ru alloys [21]. Additionally, the atomic fraction of Ru alloyed on Pt/CRu-dim and 
Pt/CRu-com is approximately 50 %, higher than values reported for Pt–Ru/C alloys synthesized 
by some workers [20,23,24] and similar to a commercial Pt–Ru black [19]. Therefore, the 
experimental procedure is highly efficient to alloy Ru with Pt, reaching an important value 
starting from the Ru-dim: Vulcan molar ratio of 1:10 proposed here. 

The crystallite size of the electrocatalysts (d) is calculated from the (311) diffraction peak 
using the Scherrer’s equation [25]: 

 

Equation 6.3:     d= 0.9×𝜆𝜆α1
𝛽𝛽2θ× cos𝜃𝜃max

  

 

Where λα1 and θmax have the same meaning as in equation (6.1) and β2θ is the full width at 
half maximum (FWHM) of the peak. The d values are given in Table 6.2. All the 
electrocatatalysts show nanostructured characteristics, nevertheless, the smallest value is that 
of Pt/CRu-dim (1.49 nm). 
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Table 6.3. Chemical composition from EDS analysis and ECSA values of the electrocatalyts. 

Electrocatalyst  C Pt Ru Cl O ECSA 
 (wt. %) (m2 gPt-1) 
Pt/C 81.93 18.07 – – – 47.75 
Pt/CRu-com 57.56 23.68 7.68 0.54 10.54 41.90 
Pt/CRu-dim 42.64 26.82 20.74 1.17 8.62 47.27 

 

The chemical composition of the electrocatalysts (from EDS) is given in Table 6.3. Pt/C 
shows metal and carbon contents (18.07 and 81.93 wt. %, respectively) close to the nominal 
value of 20:80 (wt. %). On the other hand, Pt/CRu-com and Pt/CRu-dim have higher Pt content 
(23.68 and 26.82 wt. %, respectively). Interestingly, these two anodes have a significant 
amount of Ru, which in the case of Pt/CRu-dim is three times higher (20.74 wt. %). Their carbon 
content has decreased significantly since Ru must be anchored on the surface of Vulcan, 
somehow hindering the support. The chemical composition analysis explains in part the fact 
that the C (002) peak is missing in the XRD profiles of Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com. Cl and O 
have also been detected for Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com. Both in Table 6.1 and 6.3, the Cl content 
is higher in the presence of Ru-dim, which can be attributed to the larger Cl–Ru bonds at the 
organometallic structure, relative to Ru–com. 

 

6.2.2 HR–TEM  

The image in Figure 6.5a) shows the morphology of Pt/C, with platinum nanoparticles 
homogeneously dispersed over Vulcan. The histogram in Figure 6.5b) indicates that the 
average particle size (d) of Pt nanoparticles is 1.91 nm, in good agreement with the value 
determined from XRD analysis (Table 6.2). The nanostructured characteristic of Pt/C is 
observed more clearly in the HR-TEM micrograph of Figure 6.5c), where the inset is a 
Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) pattern with a distance between lattice fringes of 
0.23 nm, attributed to Pt (111). On the other hand, the micrograph of Pt/CRu-com in Figure 
6.5d) shows that Pt nanoparticles are homogeneously dispersed over the entire surface of CRu-

com. The d value from the histogram in Figure 6.5e) is 1.87 nm, basically the same as that 
from XRD (Table 6.2). Figure 6.5f) is a HR–TEM image of Pt/CRu-com. From the SAED 
pattern in the inset, distances between lattice fringes of 0.23 and 0.20 nm have been obtained 
and ascribed to Pt (111) and Ru (101), respectively [26–29]. 

Figure 6.6a) is a TEM micrograph of Pt/CRu-dim, showing that the support is more densely 
covered by metallic nanoparticles than in the case of Pt/C and Pt/CRu-com. Figure 6.6b) is the 
corresponding histogram indicating that d= 2.29 nm (Table 6.2). The larger value compared 
to that determined from XRD can be in part due to the fact that the nanoparticles actually 
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touch each other, avoiding a clear delimitation of the boundaries. Even though, such d value 
confirms the nanostructured nature of the Pt metallic nanoparticles anchored over CRu-dim. 
The elemental mapping in STEM mode (Figure 6.6c) confirms the presence of Pt and Ru, 
and demonstrates that both metals are homogeneously dispersed over the support. Figure 
6.6d) is a HR–TEM image of Pt/CRu-dim, where the SAED pattern allows the determination 
of distances between lattice fringes of 0.23 and 0.20 nm, attributed also to Pt (111) and Ru 
(101) respectively [26–29]. 

 

 

Figure 6.5 TEM micrograph, histogram and HR–TEM image of Pt/C (a–c) and Pt/CRu-com (d–
f). SAED patterns from the regions in the red squares are shown in the insets.  
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Figure 6.6 Analysis of Pt/CRu-dim: (a) TEM micrograph, (b) Histogram of particle distribution, 
(c) Elemental mapping and (d) HR–TEM image. SAED pattern from the region in the red 
square is shown in the inset. 

 

6.2.3 XPS 

Figure 6.7a) shows the C1s spectrum of Pt/C, where the most intense signal is that of carbon 
sp2 hybridization at a binding energy (BE) of 284.1 eV. The smaller C sp3 peak emerges at 
higher BE.  

As previously reported in the literature for Carbon Nanotubes and Graphene [14], Ru atoms 
may bond with graphitic carbon via hexa–hapto coordination of the (η6–C6H6–M) type, 
preserving the sp2 hybridization. Figure 6.7b) and c) are the C1s and Ru3d spectra for Pt/CRu-

dim and Pt/CRu-com, respectively, showing significant differences compared to Pt/C. The C1s 
BE overlaps with the Ru3d region, as seen by the presence of Ru 3d5/2 and Ru 3d3/2 doublets 
of metallic Ru and RuO2, Ru0 and RuIV, respectively. Pt/CRu-dim shows a decrease in the 
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relative intensities of C sp2 and sp3 (compared to Pt/C) and higher peaks attributed to the Ru0 
doublet. Its RuIV doublet is less intense if compared with the metallic contribution. On the 
other hand, the highest peak for Pt/CRu-com is that of C sp2, with the Ru0 and RuIV doublets as 
well as C sp3 showing lower relative intensities. Even more, Figure 6.7d) and e) show the 
doublets due to Ru and RuO2 in the Ru3p BE region. Pt/CRu-dim has higher relative intensities 
of the Ru 3p3/2 and Ru 3p1/2 peaks compared to Pt/CRu-com, indicating a larger ruthenium 
concentration. 

 

 

Figure 6.7 XPS spectra of the electrocatalysts: a) C1s region of Pt/C, b–c) Overlapped Ru3d–
C1s regions of Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com, d–e) Ru3p region of Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com.  
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Figure 6.8 XPS spectra of Pt/C, Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com: a–c) Pt 4f region, d–f) O1s region. 

 

Figure 6.8 a–c) shows the Pt 4f BE region for the electrocatalysts, with doublets from the 
spin-orbit splitting of the 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 states due to metallic Pt and PtO (Pt0 and PtII, 
respectively). The Pt spin-orbit splitting are the largest on Pt/CRu-dim (3.40 and 3.45 eV), 
followed by Pt/CRu-com (3.28 and 3.31 eV) and Pt/C (3.26 and 3.24 eV), as given in Table 4.4. 
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Also, the BE of Pt0 in the 4f7/2 state is shifted from 71.31 eV in the case of Pt/C, to 71.63 and 
71.50 eV for Pt/CRu-dim (0.32 eV displacement) and Pt/CRu-com (0.19 eV displacement), 
respectively. The electronic modification of Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com corresponds to a change 
of the d-valence band of Pt, attributed to an electron transfer from Ru to Pt atoms, and clearly 
suggests the formation of Pt–Ru alloyed phases. A similar behavior is pointed out by 
Watanabe et al. [30] where the core level of Pt 4f7/2 associated to a Pt–Ru alloy has been 
observed to shift 0.39 eV to higher BE with respect to that for pure Pt, due to differences in 
their work functions. Therefore, shift in BE of Pt/CRu-dim is close to the one reported in [30]. 

Moreover, the spin-orbit splitting of Ru 3p3/2 and Ru 3p1/2 are also given in Table 6.4. The 
values are larger for Pt/CRu-com compared to Pt/CRu-dim. On the other hand, the analysis of the 
O1s core level region in Figure 6.8d–f) corroborates the existence of PtO and C=O bonds on 
Pt/C. Besides that, RuO2 bonds are observed for Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com.  

 

Table 6.4. XPS parameters of the electrocatalysts. 

Electrocatalyst Species State BE 
(eV) 

Doublet 
splitting 

(eV) 

Composition    
(at. %) 

Pt/C Pt0 Pt 4f 7/2 71.31 3.26 3.53   
Pt 4f 5/2 74.57 

 
3.76  

PtO Pt 4f 7/2 72.57 3.24 2.74   
Pt 4f 5/2 75.81 

 
1.50   

O1s 531.23 
 

7.65  
C sp2 C1s 284.15 

 
78.82   

O1s 532.70 
 

1.97 
Pt/CRu-dim Pt0 Pt 4f 7/2 71.63 3.40 4.64   

Pt 4f 5/2 75.03 
 

5.86  
PtO Pt 4f 7/2 72.94 3.45 1.94   

Pt 4f 5/2 76.39 
 

4.73   
O1s 530.95 

 
31.04  

Ru0 Ru3p 3/2 466.45 20.82 10.93   
Ru3p 1/2 487.27 

 
7.04  

RuO2 Ru3p 3/2 462.78 21.89 2.39   
Ru3p 1/2 484.67 

 
6.79   

O1s 529.72 
 

6.96  
C sp2 C1s 284.29 

 
9.39   

O1s 532.62 
 

8.24 
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Pt/CRu-com Pt0 Pt 4f 7/2 71.50 3.28 6.34   
Pt 4f 5/2 74.78 

 
6.74  

PtO Pt 4f 7/2 72.38 3.31 4.93   
Pt 4f 5/2 75.69 

 
2.69   

O1s 531.78 
 

28.41  
Ru0 Ru3p 3/2 464.14 21.85 0.93   

Ru3p 1/2 485.99 
 

1.64  
RuO2 Ru3p 3/2 462.50 22.35 1.19   

Ru3p 1/2 484.85 
 

2.44   
O1s 530.72 

 
3.31  

C sp2 C1s 284.19 
 

35.40   
O1s 532.59 

 
5.94 

 

The chemical composition of the electrocatalysts calculated by XPS results is presented in 
Table 6.4. The C sp2 content is 78.82, 9.39 and 35.4 (at. %) for Pt/C, Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-

com, respectively. This result showing a lower C content at Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com can be 
related to the significant presence of Ru after functionalization of Vulcan (Table 6.3). In the 
case of the Pt0 and PtII species, Pt/CRu-com shows the larger concentration, followed by Pt/CRu-

dim. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that Pt/CRu-dim has higher Ru0 and RuO2 content 
than Pt/CRu-com. The relevant role of RuO2 on the catalytic activity of Pt–Ru/C alloys for the 
Ethanol Oxidation Reaction has been determined elsewhere [31], at which an increased 
performance compared to Pt/C was attributed to an easier oxygen transfer at more negative 
potentials. The RuO2 species may also be important in the catalytic activity for the MOR, as 
discussed later in this work. 

 

6.3 Electrochemical characterization of the Pt/C electrocatalysts 

6.3.1 Catalytic activity of Pt/ CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-com and Pt/C for the MOR 

The CVs of the electrocatalysts in Figure 6.9 show the characteristic regions of platinum 
materials: i) hydrogen adsorption and desorption (Hads/des) in the potential range of 50–250 
mV vs. SHE; ii) double layer (250–700 mV vs. SHE); iii) Pt–oxides formation/reduction 
(700–1200 mV vs. SHE). The shape of Pt/C is that of a monometallic supported 
electrocatalysts [32,33], with 3 Hdes peaks identified. It also has a relatively thin double layer 
with the current density in the positive scan parallel to the zero-current line. Moreover, the 
onset potential of the Pt–oxides formation and the peak current density due to their reduction 
are distinguishable.  
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Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com show some differences relative to Pt/C. The hydrogen peaks are 
hindered, and the double layer region is wider, exposing a current density slope up to the Pt–
oxides region. Due to this feature, the onset potential of the oxides formation is not detected. 
Similar characteristics are attributed to the presence of Ru and the formation of RuOH species 
on Pt–Ru/C alloys [33] and suggest the formation of alloyed Pt–Ru at Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-

com in accordance with their XRD, TEM and XPS characterization. 

 

 

Figure 6.9 CVs of Pt/C, Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com in Ar–saturated 0.5 M H2SO4. Scan rate: 20 
mV s-1.  

 

The electrochemically active surface area (ECSA, in m2 gPt
-1) is calculated from the Hdes 

region of the CVs in Figure 6.9 (after correction the corresponding area related to the double 
layer) with equation (6.4): 

 

Equation 6.4:      ECSA= 𝑄𝑄
QHdes

𝑥𝑥 𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
   

 

Where Q is the charge under the curve (µC), QHdes is the theoretical charge due to the 
adsorption of hydrogen on Pt (210 µC cm-2) and LPt (µg) is the amount of Pt on the electrodes 
obtained from the chemical composition. The ECSA value of Pt/CRu-dim is similar to that of 
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Pt/C (47.75 and 47.27 m2 gPt
-1, respectively) and higher than the 41.90 m2 gPt

-1 determined 
for Pt/CRu-com (Table 6.3). 

The catalytic activity of the electrocatalysts for the MOR is shown in the polarization curves 
of Figure 6.10. Pt/CRu-dim delivers a current density (j) of 45.0 mA cm-2, an almost two–fold 
increase compared to Pt/CRu-com and Pt/C (Table 6.5). The onset potential of the MOR (Eonset) 
at Pt/CRu-dim is 0.25 V, significantly more negative than the values determined for Pt/CRu-com 

and Pt/C (0.35 and 0.39 V, respectively). Moreover, the current density ratios in the forward 
and the backward scan (jf/jb), are 1.3, 1.3 and 0.8 for Pt/CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-com and Pt/C, 
respectively. Therefore, the Ru–containing electrocatalysts are more efficient for the 
oxidation of methanol with low formation of intermediates. The electrochemical parameters 
given in Table 6.5, demonstrate the enhanced catalytic activity of Pt/CRu-dim for the MOR 
compared to the two other anodes. Overall, the catalytic activity decreases in the order Pt/CRu-

dim > Pt/CRu-com > Pt/C.      

 

 

Figure 6.10 a) CVs of the ROM at Pt/CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-com and Pt/C. Electrolyte: Ar–saturated 
0.5 M H2SO4 + 0.5 M CH3OH. Scan rate: 20 mV s-1. b) CO–stripping curves for the 
electrocatalysts in 0.5 M H2SO4 at the same scan rate.  
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It is well–known that COads is produced as intermediate species during the MOR, poisoning 
and limiting the catalytic activity of Pt-alone nanomaterials [34,35]. Therefore, anode 
electrocatalysts for DMFCs must fulfill the requirement of high tolerance to such species. 
Pt–Ru/C alloys are highly active for the MOR in part because of the bifunctional mechanism, 
since the formation of (OH)ads species starts earlier on Ru than on Pt [36].  

Figure 6.10b) depicts the electrochemical response of Pt/CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-com and Pt/C during 
CO–stripping measurements. The latter shows a narrow CO oxidation peak with Eonset = 0.76 
V, j = 8.0 mA cm-2 and a maximum j value at Emax = 0.83 V (Table 6.5). Meanwhile, on the 
Pt/CRu-com and Pt/CRu-dim electrocatalysts the CO oxidation proceeds in a different fashion, 
with remarkably broad peaks. It is interesting to observe the formation of two peaks (at ca. 
0.65 and 0.90 V) on Pt/CRu-com, indicating the oxidation of two CO–like species adsorbed on 
Pt sites at different energies. This electrocatalyst oxidizes CO with Eonset = 0.53 V, a value 
more negative than that of Pt/C. 

On the other hand, it is worth noting the behavior to Pt/CRu-dim, at which the CO oxidation 
reaction starts at Eonset = 0.43 V, i.e., 320 mV more negative than Pt/C. Moreover, j = 4.7 mA 
cm-2 and Emax = 0.52 V at this electrocatalyst (Table 6.5). A peak at ca. 0.65 V is also 
observed, similar to the CO–like species indicated for Pt/CRu-com at the same potential. This 
result indicates that COads is more weakly adsorbed on Pt/CRu-dim and therefore can be 
oxidized at lower potentials relative to Pt/CRu-com and Pt/C.  

 

Table 6.5 Electrochemical parameters for Pt/CRu-dim, Pt/CRu-com and Pt/C during the MOR and 
the CO–stripping evaluation. 

Electrocatalyst  MOR CO-stripping 
 jgeo 

(mA  
cm-2) 

jmass 
(mA 

 mg-1Pt) 

Eonset 
(V) 

jf/jb 

ratio 
j 

(mA cm-

2) 

Eonset 
(V) 

Emax 
(V) 

Pt/C 24.6 269.7 0.39 0.8 8.0 0.76 0.83 
Pt/CRu-com 24.5 203.8 0.35 1.3 - 0.53 - 
Pt/CRu-dim 45.0 344.2 0.25 1.3 4.7 0.43 0.52 

 

Here, it is proposed that the bi-functional mechanism proceeds on Pt/CRu-dim during the MOR, 
i.e., (OH)ads species are formed on the Ru sites generated from the organometallic compound 
at low potentials and transferred to the Pt atoms. Consequently, the oxidation of COads is 
highly improved, thus enhancing its catalytic activity for the MOR. Also, the catalytic 
behavior of Pt/CRu-dim for the MOR can be attributed to the ligand effect. The shift in BE due 
to the electronic effect of Ru on Pt observed from XPS analysis indicates a weaker adsorption 
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of CO–like species at the electrocatalysts [31], i.e., it can be oxidized at lower potentials, in 
agreement with the results in Figure 6.10b). Even more, the high RuO2 content at Pt/CRu-dim 
may have played a beneficial role on its high performance for the MOR. 

 

Conclusions 

Chapter VI 
Vulcan was functionalized with the [(η6–C6H5OCH2CH2OH)RuCl2]2 organometallic 
compound to produce CRu-dim, having several functional groups as identified by FT–IR. 
Raman analysis revealed an apparent chemical interaction between ruthenium and the 
graphitic phase of Vulcan, maintaining the sp2 hybridization typical of ordered carbon.  
 
Pt/CRu-dim showed physicochemical characteristics that strongly suggest the formation of 
alloyed Pt-Ru phases.  
 

• From XRD: shift in diffraction peaks, presence of reflections attributed to Ru, 
contraction of 𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 and nearly 50% XRu. 
 

• From TEM: chemical mapping showing the homogeneous dispersion of Pt and Ru 
nanoparticles, and identification of distances between lattice fringes ascribed to Pt 
and Ru. 
 
 

• From XPS: The identification of Ru0 and RuO2 bonds, besides those of Pt0 and PtO. 
A shift to higher BE of Pt0 in the 4f7/2 state. 

 
Pt/CRu-dim showed a higher catalytic activity for the MOR considering the j, Eonset and jf/jb 
values. It also demonstrated a significant increased tolerance to COads relative to Pt/CRu-com 
and Pt/C. The electrocatalytic behavior of Pt/CRu-dim was attributed to the bifunctional 
mechanism, the ligand effect and the presence of RuO2. 
 
The physicochemical characteristics and excellent electrochemical response of Pt/CRu-dim 
opens the opportunity for the design of electrocatalysts for specific fuel cell reactions, 
employing organometallic compounds as agents for functionalization. For example: Pt/CSn 
for the ethanol oxidation reaction or Pt/CM (where M=Co, Fe, Ni, etc.) for the Oxygen 
Reduction Reaction. The potential application is also there for other carbonaceous supports, 
such as Graphene, Carbon Nanotubes and Ordered Mesoporous Carbon, instead of Vulcan. 
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Chapter VII  

7. Development of high performance Pt/C electrocatalysts for Methanol 
Oxidation Reaction (MOR) based on RGO functionalization with Ru–
compounds   

 

7.1 Physicochemical characterization of RGORu-dim, RGORucym, RGORu-com and RGO. 

7.1.2 FT–IR 

Figure 7.1 shows the FT–IR spectra of non–functionalized RGO and functionalized supports 
with the different Ru compounds. RGO displays absorption bands at 1450 cm-1 
corresponding to C=C bonds vibrations commonly expected from graphitic lattices. It also 
shows absorption bands assigned to C–O and C–OH bonds with vibrational frequencies at 
1091 and 1023 cm-1, respectively [1]. The weak C=O absorption bands (1740–1720 cm-1), 
and those of the O–O and H–H functional groups (4000–3000 cm-1), as well as the absence 
of a strong vibrations due to the –OH groups, may be attributed to the inherent deoxygenation 
of the nanostructured RGO material [2, 3].   

From the FT–IR spectra of RGORu-dim, the absorption band at 1267 cm-1 assigned to C–O–H 
bonds is observed, evidencing the presence of hydroxy–ethoxy (HOCH2CH2O–) fragments 
from the arene ring characteristic of the chemical structure of the Ru compounds.  Moreover, 
increased intensity of the absorption band attributed to C=C bonds (1450 cm-1) suggests the 
inclusion of the arene ligands into the RGO lattice preserving the sp2 hybridization with π-
stacking interactions intrinsic of graphitic structures [4]. Additionally, the spectra of RGORu-

dim exhibits absorption bands of C-Cl bond at 793 cm-1, yet demonstrating the presence of Cl 
ligands in this support.   

On the other hand, RGORu-cym depicts weak signals due to C–H absorption bonds in the 1426–
1291cm-1 range, attributed to energy vibrations of the (–CHMe2) and (–Me) alkyl groups 
with presence in the cymene ligand [5]. It is worth noticing that the absorption energy of the 
C–Cl bond is relatively higher in the case of RGORu-cym compared to RGORu-dim. Such 
characteristic may be due to the formation of C–Cl intermediates at RGORu-cym during the 
functionalization, suggesting the promotion of Ru–C bonds in its graphitic lattice. 
Meanwhile, the RGORu-com spectrum recorded has signals similar to those of non-
functionalized RGO.  Finally, it should be mentioned that all nanostructured carbon supports 
show at least one signal in the 3400–2800 cm-1 interval, due to the absorption energy of C=C 
and C–H bonds of the graphitic structure and lattice defects, of pristine RGO [2,6]. 
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Figure 7.1 FT–IR spectra of non-functionalized RGO, RGORu-dim, RGORu-cym and RGORu-com. 
 

7.1.3 Raman  

The Figure 7.2 a) is the Raman spectrum and the corresponding deconvolution of RGO with 
the signal at 1347.36 cm-1 assigned to the D-band, attributed to defects in the graphitic edges 
due to sp3 (C–O) and sp2 (C=O) hybridization [7]. The D*, D´and D´´ signals in the 800 to 
1750 cm-1 interval are attributed to the inherent oxygen contained in the graphitic lattice of 
RGO [8–10]. The G–band in 1580.52 cm-1 is attributed to sp2 hybridization of carbon rings 
(v C=C) in RGO. The presence of the D+D´ and D+G signals in the 2400–2750 cm-1 range 
is assigned to sp2 hybridization provoked by C=O electronic interactions, creating lattice 
disorder. The wide 2D signals at 2675 cm-1 suggests that the RGO nanostructure is integrated 
by only few layers [7, 9]. The ID/IG ratio of RGO is 1.17, indicating disorder in nanostructured 
carbon.    

Figure 7.2 b) is recorded the deconvolution of the Raman spectrum of RGORu-dim, is important 
to notice the presence of D–signals with different shape and shifted to higher frequencies 
relative to RGO, an indication that oxygen defects may have been substituted by Ru–dim 
during functionalization process. RGORu-dim, shows similar characteristics as those of RGO 
but with an increase relative intensity of the G–band therefore generating an ID/IG ratio of 
0.79. This behavior suggests rearrangements in the structure of the carbon due to constructive 
rehybridization, preserving the sp2 graphitized lattice, an effect attributed to the 
functionalization with the Ru compound, in agreement with the observations reported 
previously for Vulcan [11]. Furthermore, Figure 7.2 c) exhibit the deconvolution of the 
Raman spectrum of RGORu-cym similar to RGORu-dim support, the D–signals show the same 
behavior in the change of shape and shifting, suggesting the effect of substitution of Ru–cym 
to oxygenated species during functionalization. In the case of RGORu-cym, there is an increase 
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in the relative intensity of its G–band and then ID/IG= 1.08. As in the case of RGORu–dim, the 
surface modification with the organometallic preserves the graphitic hybridization.  

 

   

Figure 7.2 Raman spectra of nanostructured carbon supports: a) RGO, b) RGORu-dim, c) 
RGORu-cym and d) RGORu-com. 

 

Meanwhile, in Figure 7.2 d) is displayed the spectrum of deconvolution signals to RGORu-

com, shows similitude to functionalized supports; D–signals with different shape and shifted 
to higher frequencies relative, a wide D–band at ~1347 cm-1 and a high-intensity G–band, 
reaching an ID/IG ratio of 0.83. Therefore, functionalization with the commercial Ru 
compound also results on the preservation of the sp2 graphitized lattice, as in the case of the 
organometallic complexes [10].   
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7.1.4 SEM –EDS 

Figure 7.3 exhibits the morphology of a) non–functionalized RGO, with multiple layers 
similar to those reported in the literature [12], b) Ru–dim and c) Ru–cym both showing large 
irregular–shaped crystals in their morphology. Figure 7.4 displays SEM images of: a) RGORu-

dim, b) RGORu-cym, and c) RGORu-com. It can be observed that all of functionalized supports 
have mixed morphology of RGO layers along with crystals (Ru–dim and Ru–cym) or particles 
(in the case of Ru–com).  

 

 

Figure 7.3 SEM micrographs of a) RGO, b) Ru-dim and b) Ru-cym.   

 

Figure 7.4 SEM micrographs of a) RGORu-dim, b) RGORu-cym and c) RGORu-com.    

 

The chemical composition by EDS of RGORu-dim, RGORu-cym and RGORu-com is reported in 
Table 7.1. Focusing on the Ru content, Ru–dim and Ru-cym show a concentration of 21.47 
and 20.64 wt. %, respectively. The Ru content at RGORu-dim is ~4% higher than that reported 
previously in the case of Vulcan functionalized with the same compound under similar 
conditions (CRu-dim, with 17.24 wt. %) [11], suggesting an increase of ruthenium atoms 
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coordinated with the graphitic structure of RGO, which may be related to its higher surface 
area. Meanwhile, the Ru content at RGORu-com is significantly less compared to the two other 
samples in Table 7.1. This outcome is similar to that observed for Vulcan functionalized with 
Ru-com (CRu-com, also in [11]) at which the Ru content is less than in the case of Ru-dim.  

 

Table 7.1. Chemical composition of RGORu-dim, RGORu-cym and RGORu-com, from EDS 
analysis. 

Support C Ru O Cl 
 (wt. %) 

RGORu-dim 53.54 21.47 7.83 17.61 
RGORu-cym 58.86 20.64 5.04 15.47 
RGORu-com 71.29 6.62 10.53 11.56 

 

Therefore, these results suggest that the organometallic compounds coordinate more 
efficiently than the commercial salt with the graphitic structure of RGO (and Vulcan), giving 
as a result a higher Ru content. The carbon content has decreased due to the surface 
modification, being higher for RGORu-com (71.29 wt. %) compared to RGORu-dim and RGORu-

cym (53.54 and 58.86 wt. % respectively). Moreover, the O and Cl content of each 
functionalized carbon nanostructure is shown in Table 7.1. 

 

7.2 Physicochemical characterization of the Pt/RGO, Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and 
Pt/RGORu-com electrocatalysts 

7.2.1 XRD and EDS 

Figure 7.5 a) shows the XRD patterns of RGO, Pt/RGO, Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and 
Pt/RGORu-com. The pattern of pristine RGO displays a prominent signal at 2θ= 26.52º 
attributed to the (002) crystal reflection of carbonaceous structures, in this case due to the 
reduced graphene oxide. Such feature differs from those of graphene oxide and graphite and 

has been reported in literature as “re–graphitized” carbon [13−15]. Moreover, the signal at 
2θ=17.02º has been reported for graphitic nanostructures with lattice defects, a characteristic 
that corresponds with that of the RGO structures in this work [16, 17]. 
The crystallite size of RGO calculated with the aid of the Scherrer equation (described in 
Chapter VI) using the (002) crystal reflection is d=4.70 nm. The lattice parameter planar 
distance (Dplanar) has been calculated employing the Bragg's law [18]:  
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Equation 7.1:     2DplanarSinθmax = nλα1 

 

Where θmax is the peak angle, n=1 and λα1 is the X-ray wavelength (1.54056 Å). The planar 
distance of RGO is dplanar= 0.336 nm, in good agreement with values reported in the literature 
for RGO [19]. 

Pt/RGO shows the typical signals assigned to polycrystalline fcc Pt with (111), (200), (220) 
and (311) reflections in 2θ positions at 39.96, 46.36, 67.87 and 81.70º, respectively [20]. The 
crystallite size (d) of Pt/RGO using (111) plane is 2.72 nm (see Table 7.2). At 2θ around 10°, 
the reflection is due to the contribution of the (111) and (200) fcc Pt planes.  

 

Table 7.2 Structural parameters of RGO from (002) C reflection and Pt/RGO from (111) Pt 
reflection. 

Material  d (nm) Dplanar 
(nm) 

RGO 4.70  0.336 
Pt/RGO 2.72 0.226 

 

In contrast, Pt/RGORu-dim exhibits significant changes relative to Pt/RGO, i.e. the (111) and 
(200) Pt planes seem to merge, provoking the formation of a wide peak in the in the 34 to 
50° in 2θ range. Additionally, such wide peak overlaps with hcp and fcc Ru planes. Figure 
7.5 b) displays the deconvolution of the peak, showing the contributions of the (100), (002) 
and (101) hcp Ru reflections, as well as the (111) fcc Ru peak. At higher angles, low–intensity 
reflections attributed to the (110) and (102) Ru planes can also be observed [21]. Moreover, 
as in the case of Vulcan in Chapter VI, the peak at nearly 9° can be attributed to the different 
hcp Ru crystal planes, as shown in Figure 7.5 c) [22]. These characteristics strongly suggest 
the formation of Pt–Ru alloyed phases at Pt/RGORu-dim, with metallic Ru beings formed the 
organometallic compound in good agreement from [11]. 
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Figure 7.5 a) XRD patterns of RGO, Pt/RGO, Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/CRu-com. b) 
Zooming of the 34–50° (2θ) range to Pt/RGORu-dim. c) Zooming of the (110) and (102), hcp 
Ru reflections.  

 

Similarly, the diffractogram of the Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com electrocatalysts exhibit a 
wide peak in the 34 to 50° in 2θ range and a reflection in the interval between 8 and 13° (2θ) 
due to the hcp Ru structure [22]. Even though no peaks attributed to Ru planes can be detected 
at higher angles as in the case of Pt/RGORu-dim, the structural characteristics of Pt/RGORu-cym 
and Pt/RGORu-com also suggest the formation of Pt–Ru alloys [23]. 

In the patterns of the Pt electrocatalysts, the signal at 17.02° is no longer detectable, probably 
due to interactions with the graphitic ring in the RGO lattice, in accordance with a 
consecutive rehybridization during functionalization previous to synthesis of catalysts [16]. 
Also, the relative intensity of the (002) reflection decreases at the Pt–supported 
electrocatalysts relative to RGO, a characteristic more evident in the case of Pt/RGORu-dim, 
Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com, it has not been possible to determine parameters such as 
crystallite size, lattice parameter and degree of alloying, as in the case when Vulcan has been 
used as support [11]. 
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7.2 SEM–EDS 

The chemical composition of the electrocatalysts obtained from EDS analysis is shown in 
Table 7.3. Pt/RGO has 20.20, 75.89 and 3.91 of Pt, C and O (wt. %), respectively. These 
values are in accordance with those nominally expected. The Pt content for Pt/RGORu-dim, 
Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com is 18.01, 16.02 and 22.52 wt. %, respectively, fairly close to 
the theoretical value of 20 wt. %. The higher Ru content has been determined for Pt/RGORu-

dim (16.98 wt. %), followed by around 11 wt. % at Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com. Due to the 
presence of Ru, the amount of C decreases at Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com, 
explaining in part the lower intensity of the (002) peak at these electrocatalysts, analogous to 
the behavior with Vulcan in Chapter IV. The Pt electrocatalysts supported on functionalized 
RGO also show O and Cl contents, the later because of the presence of the Ru organometallic 
compounds. The chemical composition of Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com 
demonstrates the stability of the Ru compounds as functionalization agents of the carbon 
support, since their main elements been detected after the synthesis by polyol method of the 
electrocatalysts.  

 

Table 7.3 Chemical composition of all electrocatalysts from EDS analysis. 
 

Electrocatalysts C Pt Ru O Cl  
(wt. %) 

Pt/RGO 75.89 20.20 - 3.91 - 
Pt/RGORu-dim 52.09 18.01 16.98 12.04 0.88 
Pt/RGORu-cym 63.39 16.02 11.79 8.18 0.63 
Pt/RGORu-com 54.37 22.52 11.43 10.83 0.85 

 

7.2.3 HR–TEM 

HR–TEM analysis has been performed in order to evaluate the morphology of RGO used as 
support. Figure 7.6 a) shows the area for analyzed at Pt/RGO (red square) and the insert is 
the corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern, from which a hexagonal lattice 
structure typical of graphitic nanostructures has been determined after inversing fast Fourier 
transform treatment (IFFT), as depicted in Figure 7.6 b) [24]. Figure 7.6 c) shows an image 
of Pt/RGORu-com with the FFT pattern (insert) attributed to a hexagonal symmetry due to the 
[001] diffraction pattern from the RGO support (red square) functionalized with the Ru-com 
compound [13, 25].  
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Figure 7.6 a) HR–TEM micrograph (insert: FFT SAED pattern) and b) IFFT image from the 
region in the red square Pt/RGO. c) Image of HR–TEM (insert: FFT pattern) and d) IFFT 
image from the region in the red square of Pt/RGORu-com. 

 

After performing IFFT analysis, the hexagonal structure shown in Figure 7.6 d) has been 
obtained. It is worth noticing that the RGO support in this sample has been submitted to 
functionalization and synthesis of electrocatalyst. Nevertheless, the graphitic structure 
preserves a hexagonal symmetry, similar to that of non-functionalized RGO in Figure 7.6 b). 
This behavior indicates the structural stability of RGO and suggests that the main process 
occurring during the polyol synthesis has been the attachment of Pt metallic nanoparticles. 

Figure 7.7 a) displays a dark field image of the morphology of Pt/RGO. The bright dots are 
platinum nanoparticles that cover homogeneously the RGO support. The histogram in Figure 
7.7 b) indicates an average particle size d= 2.59 nm (Table 7.4), in agreement with 2.72 nm 
value obtained from XRD analysis here–above. The HR–TEM micrograph in Figure 7.7 c) 
corroborates the nanostructured nature of Pt dispersed on RGO and also includes the FFT 
pattern from the nanoparticle in the red square. Further treatment of the FFT pattern allowed 
to obtain the masked IFFT image and the intensity profile shown in Figures 7.7 d) and e), 
respectively, where a distance between fringes of Dplanar= 0.225 nm has been determined after 
averaging 10 planes (Table 7.4). Such value can be assigned to the Pt (111) plane [26, 27]. 
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Figure 7.7 TEM analysis of Pt/RGO: a) micrograph showing the Pt nanoparticles dispersed 
over the support; b) histogram of particle size distribution; c) HR micrograph with FFT 
pattern from the region in the red square in the inset; d and e) IFFT image and intensity profile 
constructed from the FFT pattern, showing a distance between fringes (Dplanar) of 0.225 nm.   

  

Table 7.4 Structural parameters obtained from TEM analysis of electrocatalysts using Pt 
(111) reflection. 
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Electrocatalyst d (nm) Dplanar 
(nm) 

Pt/RGO 2.59 0.225 
Pt/RGORu-dim 2.04 0.201 
Pt/RGORu-cym 1.85 0.205 
Pt/RGORu-com 2.28 0.216 

 

Figure 7.8 a) shows the morphology of Pt/RGORu-dim with Pt nanoparticles homogeneously 
dispersed over the RGO support. From the histogram in Figure 7.8 b) an average particle size 
d= 2.04 nm has been determined, a value smaller than that of Pt/RGO (see Table 7.4). Figure 
7.8 c) is HR–TEM image of the electrocatalyst, with FFT pattern from the area marked with 
the red square in the insert. Additionally, Figures 7.8 d) and e) show the IFFT image and 
intensity profile from the FFT pattern, respectively, with a distance between planes of 2.01 
nm (Table 7.4) assigned to the Pt (111) reflection. This value shows a decrease in distance 
compared to Pt/RGO, which suggests the formation of Pt–Ru alloyed phases due to the 
presence of metallic Ru nanoparticles at Pt/RGORu-dim. The incorporation of ruthenium atoms 
modifies the structure of platinum, forming alloy [20, 28, 29]. This result supports the 
observations made after XRD analysis, particularly the wide peak between 34 and 50º (2θ). 
Moreover, the structural behavior of Pt/RGORu-dim correlates well with that of the Pt/CRu-dim 
electrocatalysts in Chapter VI, at which the formation of Pt–Ru alloyed phases have been 
determined from XRD and XPS analysis. Thus, it may be concluded that the functionalization 
of RGO with Ru-dim also leads to the synthesis of a Pt–Ru electrocatalysts. In the case of 
Pt/CRu-dim a degree of alloying of has been calculated after evaluation with Vegard´s Law. 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to perform such analysis from the XRD pattern of Pt/RGORu-

dim in Figure 7.5.  
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Figure 7.8 TEM analysis of Pt/ RGORu-dim: a) micrograph showing the Pt nanoparticles 
dispersed over the support; b) histogram of particle size distribution; c) HR micrograph with 
FFT pattern from the region in the red square in the inset; d and e) IFFT image and intensity 
profile constructed from the FFT pattern, showing a distance between fringes (Dplanar) of 
0.201 nm. 

 

Even more, the presence of Pt and Ru dispersed on RGO can be confirmed from the elemental 
chemical mapping in STEM mode of Pt/RGORu-dim, in Figure 7.9.  
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Figure 7.9 Elemental chemical mapping of Pt/RGORu-dim. 

 

Following the same analysis as in Figures 7.7 and 7.8, Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show the TEM 
characterization of Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com. Both electrocatalysts have a 
homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles over the support. The particle size has been 
determined as 1.85 and 2.28 nm for Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com, respectively (Table 7.4). 
Also, from the corresponding SAED patterns, the distance between planes (Dplanar) are 0.205 
and 0.216 nm, for Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com, respectively, (Table 7.4).  

From the TEM characterization, it can be seen that Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and 
Pt/RGORu-com have a smaller average particle size and distance between fringes of the (111) 
Pt plane, compared to Pt/RGO (Table 7.4). Among them, Pt/RGORu-dim shows the largest 
contraction, suggesting a higher degree of alloying between Pt and Ru metallic nanoparticles.   
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Figure 7.10 TEM analysis of Pt/RGORu-cym: a) micrograph showing the Pt nanoparticles 
dispersed over the support; b) histogram of particle size distribution; c) HR micrograph with 
FFT pattern from the region in the red square in the inset; d and e) IFFT image and intensity 
profile constructed from the FFT pattern, showing a distance between fringes (Dplanar) of 
0.205 nm. 
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Figure 7.11 TEM analysis of Pt/RGORu-com: a) micrograph showing the Pt nanoparticles 
dispersed over the support; b) histogram of particle size distribution; c) HR micrograph with 
FFT pattern from the region in the red square in the inset; d and e) IFFT image and intensity 
profile constructed from the FFT pattern, showing a distance between fringes of (Dplanar) 
0.216 nm. 
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7.2.4 XPS 

In Figure 7.12 a), the C1s photoelectron emission region of Pt/RGO is shown. The carbon 
sp2 hybridization at a binding energy (BE) of 284.81 eV is more intense than its sp3 
counterpart at BE= 286.20 eV. Several carbon species that can be ascribed to an RGO 
structure [30, 31] are displayed after deconvolution: C=C, C−C, C−O, C=O, O−C=O. Among 
them, the highest concentration is that of the C=C bonds, with 57.05 at. % (Table 7.5). 

Figures 7.12 b−d) show the overlapping of the C1s BE and the Ru 3d spectra at Pt/RGORu-

dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com, respectively. In the case of Pt/RGORu-dim and Pt/RGORu-

cym, their relative concentrations of Ru° species is higher compared to that of RuIV, while it is 
the opposite for Pt/RGORu-com (i.e., more RuO2 than Ru at the later). On this issue, Pt/RGORu-

dim and Pt/RGORu-cym have higher Ru° concentrations (4.36 and 7.81 at. %) than Pt/RGORu-com 
(4.87 at. %), as seen in Table 7.5. The spin−orbit splitting of the Ru species shown in Table 
7.5 correlates well with those reported in the literature for ruthenium interacting with carbon 
[32, 33]. 

Figures 7.13 a−d) display the Pt 4f BE region of the electrocatalysts. Spin−orbit splitting 
(SOS) showing doublets due to the 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 states is observed in all cases. The signals 
can be ascribed to metallic Pt and PtO (Pt0 and PtII, respectively). The highest Pt 
concentration has been determined for Pt/RGO (11.92 and 2.65 at. % Pt0 and PtII, 
respectively, see Table 7.5). Meanwhile, the Pt concentration is relatively high at the other 
electrocatalysts. For Pt0: 5.04, 4.23 and 4.43 (at. %) at Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and 
Pt/RGORu-com, respectively. For the PtII species: 1.35, 0.67 and 0.62 (at. %) at Pt/RGORu-dim, 
Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com, respectively. Thus, among the electrocatalysts supported on 
functionalized RGO, Pt/RGORu-dim has the highest concentration of Pt (6.39 at. %, Table 
7.13). The Pt spin-orbit splitting are larger on Pt/RGO (3.26 and 3.80 eV), compared to the 
other electrocatalysts. Only Pt/RGORu-cym shows a larger splitting for PtII (3.82 eV). 
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Figure 7.12 XPS spectra of the electrocatalysts: a) C1s region of Pt/RGO, b−d) Overlapped 
Ru3d-C1s regions of Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com, e-g) Ru3p region of 
Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com. 
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Figure 7.13 XPS spectra of Pt/RGO, Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com: a−d) Pt 

4f region, e−h) O1s region. 
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On the other hand, the BE of Pt0 in the 4f7/2 state shifts from 71.58 eV in the case of Pt/RGO, 
to 72.27 eV for Pt/RGORu-dim (~0.7 eV displacement), 72.01 for Pt/RGORu-cym (~0.4 eV 
displacement) and 72.24 (~0.6 eV displacement) for Pt/RGORu-com. Such behavior is 
attributed to the electronic modification of the electrocatalysts and corresponds to a change 
of the d-valence band of Pt, due to an electron transfer from Ru to Pt atoms. These shifts are 
considerable larger than those reported in Chapter VI for Pt/CRu-dim and in reference [34] and 
therefore the formation of Pt–Ru alloyed phases can be confirmed due to the presence of Ru 
sites, after functionalization of RGO with either the organometallic compound or the 
commercial salt [35, 36]. 

Meanwhile, the O1s spectrum corresponding to Pt/RGO in Figure 7.13 e) exhibits the 
formation of the PtO, C=O, C−O and O−C=O species [37]. Additionally, the spectra of 
Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com in Figs. 7.13 f–h) show the presence of RuO2, 
besides PtO, C=O, C−O and O−C=O. The XPS analysis indicates carbon sp2 contents of 
57.03, 54.70 and 53.25 (at. %) for Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com, 
respectively, while that of Pt/RGO is 57.05 at. %. This composition shows a lower value of 
sp2 species at non–functionalized RGO compared with non-functionalized Vulcan in Chapter 
VI (78.82 at. %) due to the intrinsic physicochemical characteristics of the graphene support. 
On the other hand, the sp2 contents of the electrocatalysts supported on functionalized RGO 
are higher than those of Pt/CRu-dim and Pt/CRu-com (also in Chapter VI), suggesting an enhanced 
constructive rehybridization during functionalization of RGO with the different Ru 
compounds. 

The higher concentration of Pt and Ru species, the shifting in the BE of doublets attributed 
to Pt 4f and Ru 3p, in addition with lower carbon concentration (see Table 7.5) to Pt/RGORu-

dim, suggest the similar behavior of Pt/CRu-dim catalyst, promoting the higher electrocatalytic 
activity compared to Pt/RGORu-cym, Pt/RGORu-com and Pt/RGO. The Pt/RGORu-dim 
electrocatalyst  

 

Table 7.5. XPS parameters of the electrocatalysts. 

Electrocatalyst Species State BE 
(eV) 

Doublet 
splitting (eV) 

Composition 
(at. %) 

Pt/RGO Pt0 Pt 4f 7/2 71.58 3.26 4.82   
Pt 4f 5/2 74.84 

 
7.10  

PtO Pt 4f 7/2 72.70 3.80 2.04   
Pt 4f 5/2 76.50 

 
0.61   

O1s 531.26 
 

7.74 
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C=C C1s 284.81 

 
57.05  

C-C C1s 286.20 
 

5.26  
C-O C1s 287.67 

 
4.31  

C=O C1s 288.90 
 

2.67  
O-C=O C1s 290.15 

 
3.39  

C-O O1s 532.65 
 

2.93  
C=O O1s 533.73 

 
1.74  

O-C=O O1s 535.52 
 

0.34 
Pt/RGORu-dim Pt0 Pt 4f 7/2 72.27 3.24 2.94   

Pt 4f 5/2 75.51 
 

2.10  
PtO Pt 4f 7/2 74.00 3.25 1.11   

Pt 4f 5/2 77.25 
 

0.24   
O1s 531.93 

 
12.37  

Ruº Ru3p 3/2 463.26 22.44 1.82   
Ru3p 1/2 485.70 

 
1.83 

 RuO2 Ru3p 3/2 467.22 21.76 0.47 
  Ru3p 1/2 488.98  0.24   

O1s 530.44 
 

2.73  
C=C C1s 284.80 

 
57.03  

C-C C1s 286.18 
 

9.72  
C-O C1s 287.83 

 
2.57  

C=O C1s 288.79 
 

1.62  
O-C=O C1s 289.31 

 
0.97  

C-O O1s 533.55 
 

1.98  
C=O O1s 534.48 

 
0.11  

O-C=O O1s 535.36 
 

0.15 
Pt/RGORu-cym Pt0 Pt 4f 7/2 72.01 3.24 1.74   

Pt 4f 5/2 75.25 
 

2.49  
PtO Pt 4f 7/2 73.28 3.82 0.57   

Pt 4f 5/2 77.10 
 

0.10   
O1s 531.83 

 
11.91 

 Ruº Ru3p 3/2 462.62 22.23 2.85 
  Ru3p 1/2 484.85  2.89  

RuO2 Ru3p 3/2 466.14 21.54 1.25   
Ru3p 1/2 487.68 

 
0.82   

O1s 530.88 
 

2.75  
C=C C1s 284.79 

 
54.70  

C-C C1s 286.53 
 

10.77 
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C-O C1s 287.86 

 
2.52  

C=O C1s 288.90 
 

1.50  
O-C=O C1s 289.70 

 
0.73  

C-O O1s 533.60 
 

2.05  
C=O O1s 535.02 

 
0.10  

O-C=O O1s 535.99 
 

0.26 
Pt/RGORu-com Pt0 Pt 4f 7/2 72.24 3.28 1.63   

Pt 4f 5/2 75.52 
 

2.80  
PtO Pt 4f 7/2 73.43 3.67 0.50   

Pt 4f 5/2 77.10 
 

0.12   
O1s 531.88 

 
6.04 

 Ruº Ru3p 3/2 463.37 22.22 1.80 
  Ru3p 1/2 485.59  1.88  

RuO2 Ru3p 3/2 466.23 22.29 0.67   
Ru3p 1/2 488.52 

 
0.52   

O1s 530.74 
 

4.49  
C=C C1s 284.79 

 
53.25  

C-C C1s 286.24 
 

9.20  
C-O C1s 287.48 

 
5.16  

C=O C1s 288.48 
 

2.78  
O-C=O C1s 289.47 

 
2.19  

C-O O1s 532.79 
 

6.54  
C=O O1s 534.34 

 
0.21  

O-C=O O1s 535.33 
 

0.22 
 

 

The XPS analysis indicates the stability in the at. % relative concentration of carbon sp2 
hybridization to functionalized electrocatalysts with 57.03, 54.70 and 53.25 at. % to 
Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com, respectively. Therefore, strongly suggests the 
contribution to constructive rehybridization process during functionalization procedure.  
 

7.3 Electrochemical characterization of the Pt/RGO electrocatalysts. 

The use of RGO as carbon support for fuel cell electrocatalysts represents advantages due to 
its high electronic conductivity and chemical stability. Additionally, the interaction between 
the d–orbitals of Pt atoms and π-orbitals of sp2 hybridization of carbon atoms from RGO 
promotes an electronic modification of the metallic electrocatalyst. Moreover, the Ru atoms 
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participating as co-catalyst contribute to increase the catalytic activity for the MOR in acid 
media. 

 

7.3.1 Catalytic activity of Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym, Pt/RGORu-com and Pt/RGO for the 

MOR. 

Figure 7.14 shows the CVs of Pt/RGO, Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com 
electrocatalysts, with: i) the typical hydrogen adsorption and desorption (Hads/des) region at 
potentials between 0.05 and 0.3 V vs. SHE; ii) the double layer region in the potential interval 
of 0.3 to 0.6 V vs. SHE; iii) the Pt oxidation-reduction region in the potential of 0.6 to 1.2 V 
vs. SHE. The CV of Pt/RGO exhibits two peaks due to the Hdes process in the 0.12–0.2 V vs. 
SHE range [38]. Additionally, its double layer is narrow. It also shows a current density slope 
in the positive scan starting at 0.8 V vs. SHE corresponding to the oxidation of Pt, along with 
a peak current density at ca. 0.79 V in the negative scan assigned to the reduction of Pt oxides 
[39]. The Pt/RGORu-com electrocatalyst shows a broad Hads/des region without detectable peaks, 
a wider double layer region with a current density slope starting at about 0.6 V vs. SHE, and 
a Pt-oxides region not as well defined as in the previous case. These characteristics are 
typically observed for Pt-Ru/C alloys [39, 40], indicating that alloyed phases have been 
formed at Pt/RGORu-com, in good agreement with the XPS analysis. 

Meanwhile, the CVs of Pt/RGORu-dim and Pt/RGORu-cym have intense and broad Hads/des regions 
without peaks and a remarkable increase in the width of their double layer with a current 
density slope starting at about 0.3−0.4 V vs. SHE. Thus, the Pt–oxides formation/reduction 
region is not observed at these two electrocatalysts. These characteristics strongly suggest 
the formation of a Pt-Ru alloy when synthesizing the Pt/RGORu-dim and Pt/RGORu-cym 
electrocatalysts [40−42], and also confirm the finding after XPS characterization.  

Figure 7.15 b) depicts the polarization curves (mass catalytic activity, taking into account the 
Pt content at the electrodes determined by EDS) of the MOR at Pt/RGO, Pt/RGORu-dim, 
Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com. Clearly, Pt/RGORu-dim was obtained delivers the maximum 
higher mass current density (jmass) of 491.49 mA mg-1

Pt. followed by Pt/RGORu-com (271.53 
mA mg-1

Pt) > Pt/RGORu-cym (197.85 mA mg-1
Pt) > Pt/RGO (108.92 mA mg-1

Pt), as seen in 
Table 7.6. 

The onset potential (Eonset) at Pt/RGORu-dim is 0.26 V vs. SHE, notably more negative than the 
values obtained at the other electrocatalysts (Table 7.6). Furthermore, the highest jf/jb ratio is 
that of Pt/RGORu-dim, (2.27, see Table 7.6). The electrochemical parameters from Figure 7.15 
and given in Table 7.6 indicate that the mass catalytic activity for the MOR decreases in the 
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order Pt/RGORu-dim > Pt/RGORu-com > Pt/RGORu-cym > Pt/RGO. According of these results, it 
is confirmed that the electrocatalysts supported on RGO functionalized with Ru compounds 
(organometallic and commercial) have a higher mass catalytic activity for the MOR. 
Considering the organometallics, Ru-dim interacts with RGO and Pt more efficiently than 
Ru−cym, which is less active to promote the reaction even than the commercial Ru−com. 
However, it is evident that the catalytic activity for the MOR is increased by the presence of 
Ru atoms, either from the organometallics or the commercial salt, an effect attributed to the 
bifunctional mechanism as described in Chapters I and VI. This means that on RGO as in the 
case of Vulcan, (OH)ads species are also formed on the Ru sites (generated from the 
compounds) at low potentials and transported to the Pt sites, promoting the MOR at more 
negative potentials. Such mechanism is more evident when using the organometallic complex 
in Pt/RGORu-dim. 

A comparison of the catalytic performance of Pt/RGORu-dim for the MOR with similar 
electrocatalysts in the literature, indicates that its jmass value is higher than that reported by 
Sharma et al. with a Pt/RGO anode containing 73.71 wt. % Pt (134.0 mA mg-1

Pt), with a jf/jb 
ratio slightly lower here (2.62 in that work) [38]. Moreover, Pt/RGORu-dim delivered higher 
jmass and jf/jb ratio than the PtRu/RGO/PVP and PtRu/RGO (30 wt. % PtRu in both cases) 
electrocatalysts (jmass= 146 and 92.4 mA mg-1

Pt; jf/jb: 1.87 and 1.78, respectively), reported 
by Bin et al. [40]. Thus, it can be concluded that Pt/RGORu-dim is a high-performance anode 
for the MOR.   

Furthermore, as has been indicated in Chapter IV, COads species poison the Pt catalytic sites, 
reducing the catalytic activity of Pt/C electrocatalyst. The use of RGO has been considered 
as an attractive option to increase the tolerance of Pt to COads due to a metal-support effect, 
under which the on−set potential of the CO oxidation reaction shifts towards more negative 
potentials [43, 44]. Then, the Pt-active sites become free to continue with the reaction. 

 

 

 Figure 7.14 CVs of Pt/ RGO, Pt/ RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com in Ar-saturated 
0.5 M H2SO4. Scan rate: 20 mV s-1.  
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Figure 7.15 b) depicts the CO-stripping voltammograms of Pt/RGO, Pt/RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-

cym and Pt/RGORu-com. The Pt/RGO electrocatalyst displays three peaks in the 0.65–0.85 V 
region, indicating that COads species with different adsorption energy are being oxidized at 
different potentials [45]. The peak current density is j= 2.98 mA cm-2, while Eonset= 0.65 V 
vs. SHE (Table 7.6). The presence of three peaks can be attributed to an electronic effect of 
the sp2 hybridization of RGO on Pt nanoparticles, which favors to the adsorption and 
oxidation of COads species at lower energies (i.e., more negative potentials) [43, 44]. 

 

 

Figure 7.15 a) CVs of the ROM at Pt/RGO, Pt/ RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com. 
Electrolyte: Ar–saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 + 0.5 M CH3OH. Scan rate: 20 mV s-1. b) CO–
stripping curves for the electrocatalysts in 0.5 M H2SO4 at the same scan rate. 

 

On the other hand, the electrocatalysts supported on functionalized RGO deliver higher j and 
more negative Eonset values compared to Pt/RGO: Pt/RGORu-dim (9.31 mAcm-2 and 0.28 V), 
Pt/RGORu-cym (13.07 mAcm-2 and 0.33 V) and Pt/RGORu-com (4.01 mAcm-2 and 0.33 V), see 
Table 7.6. Accordingly, these results show the significant contribution of functionalizing 
RGO with Ru compounds to increase the tolerance of Pt nanoparticles to COads species. In 
particular, Eonset of the CO oxidation is 0.28 V at Pt/RGORu-dim, i.e., 370 mV more negative 
relative to Pt/RGO. Therefore, COads is weakly adsorbed on Pt/RGORu-dim, similar to the good 
performance shown by Pt/CRu-dim in Chapter VI, even though the Eonset value on Pt/RGORu-

dim is clearly more negative (0.48 V in Chapter VI). The high performance of Pt/RGORu-dim, 
Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com for the oxidation of CO can be in part attributed to the 
bifunctional mechanism, as indicated here-above for the MOR and in Chapter VI. 
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Table 7.6. Electrochemical parameters for Pt/ RGO, Pt/ RGORu-dim, Pt/RGORu-cym and 
Pt/RGORu-com during the MOR and the CO-stripping evaluation. 

Electrocatalyst  MOR 
 

CO-Stripping  
jmass 
(mA 

 mg-1Pt) 

Eonset 
(V) 

jf/jb 

ratio 
j 

(mA cm-2) 
Eonset 
(V) 

Pt/RGO 108.92 0.40 1.54 2.98 0.65 
Pt/RGORu-dim 491.49 0.26 2.27 9.31 0.28 
Pt/RGORu-cym 197.85 0.37 - 13.07 0.33 
Pt/RGORu-com 271.53 0.38 1.12 4.01 0.37 

 

Figure 7.16 shows the chronoamperometric (CA) curves of the MOR at the electrocatalysts. 
In all curves, j decays rapidly, a behavior that can be attributed to the formation of COads and 
other carbonaceous intermediaries at the electrodes surface during the MOR. However, it is 
important to note that the Pt/RGORu-dim electrocatalyst exhibits a higher j over the test, 
demonstrating an enhanced stability for the MOR. On the contrary, Pt/RGORu-cym shows a 
poor stability for the reaction, with j values similar to those of Pt/RGO.  

 

 

Figure 7.16 a) Chronoamperometric curves of the MOR at the Pt/RGO, Pt/RGORu-dim, 
Pt/RGORu-cym and Pt/RGORu-com electrocatalysts. Electrolyte: Ar-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 + 0.5 
M CH3OH. Applied potential: 0.75 V vs. SHE.   
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As the results show, the Pt/RGORu-dim electrocatalyst displays a clearly enhanced catalytic 
activity for the MOR and CO oxidation, compared to Pt/RGORu-cym, Pt/RGORu-com and 
Pt/RGO. Its high performance can be attributed to an electronic effect (alloying with Ru, as 
concluded from XPS analysis) and the bifunctional mechanism. A comparison between 
Pt/RGORu-dim and Pt/RGORu-cym shows that the former has more Pt0 and PII and thus a higher 
total Pt content (Table 7.5), which may have contributed to its higher catalytic activity. On 
the other hand, Pt/RGORu-cym has a larger BE shift of the Pt 4f7/2 state (i.e., higher degree of 
alloying with Ru), and higher Ru0 and RuO2 contents. These characteristics provide 
Pt/RGORu-cym with a high tolerance to COads. However, its performance for the MOR is poor 
(even lower than that of Pt/RGORu-com), which may be due to a low tolerance to other 
intermediate species generated during the oxidation of the alcohol (for example 
formaldehyde and formic acid). 
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Conclusions 
Chapter VII 
RGO was functionalized with the organometallic compounds [(η6–
C6H5OCH2CH2OH)RuCl2]2 (Ru–dim) and [(η6–C6H4(CHMe2)Me)RuCl2]2 (Ru–cym), to 
produce modified supports having several functional groups as identified by FT–IR. Raman 
analysis demonstrates the constructive rehybridization of ruthenium compounds over RGO 
structure preserving the sp2 hybridization to functionalized supports: RGORu-dim, RGORu-cym 
and RGORu-com 
 
Pt/RGORu-dim showed physicochemical characteristics that strongly suggest the formation of 
alloyed Pt–Ru phases.  

• From XRD: shift in diffraction peaks, presence of reflections attributed to Ru, 
contraction at low angles at range 2θ of 5–10º and overlapping signals on interval 2θ 
of 34–50º.  

• From TEM: chemical mapping showing the homogeneous dispersion of Pt and Ru 
nanoparticles, and decrease in grain size d= 2.05 nm and planar distance Dplanar= 0.201 
nm compared to Pt/RGO (d= 2.59 nm, Dplanar= 0.225). 
 

• From XPS: The identification of Ru0 and RuO2 bonds, besides those of Pt0 and PtO. 
A shift to higher BE of Pt0 in the 4f7/2 state similar to Pt/CRu-dim. 

 
Pt/RGORu-dim showed a higher catalytic activity for the MOR considering the j, Eonset and jf/jb 
values. It also demonstrated a significant increased tolerance to COads relative with reported 
to Pt/CRu-dim.  
 
The physicochemical characterization of Pt/RGORu-dim exposes remarkable positive enhanced 
to catalytic activity compared to Pt/RGORu-cym, despite using a support functionalized with 
organometallic complex Ru–cym. 
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Academic production:  

Journal publications 

• Evaluation of supported and unsupported Pd–CeO2 nanostructured anode 
electrocatalysts for the formic acid and the glycerol oxidation reactions in acid 
media.  

A. Altamirano–Gutiérrez, A. M. Fernández, Kalasapurayil Kunhiraman Aruna, Ramasamy 
Manoharan, Palanisamy Karthikeyan, A. Siller–Ceniceros, P. Meléndez–González , P. 
Bartolo–Pérez , F. J. Rodríguez-Varela. J Appl. Electrochem. 45 (2015) 1195–1204. 

 

• Innovative functionalization of Vulcan XC-72 with Ru organometallic complex: 
Significant enhancement in catalytic activity of Pt/C electrocatalyst for the 
methanol oxidation reaction (MOR).  

A. A. Siller–Ceniceros, M. E. Sánchez–Castro, D. Morales–Acosta, J. R. Torres–Lubian, E. 
Martínez G, F. J. Rodríguez–Varela. Appl. Catal., B. 209 (2017) 455−467. 

 

• Easy synthesis of N-doped graphene by milling exfoliation with electrocatalytic 
activity towards the Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR) 

Juan C. Carrillo–Castillo, Ivonne L. Alonso–Lemus, A. A. Siller–Ceniceros, E. Martínez G., 
Pedro Pizá Ruiz, Gregorio Vargas–Gutiérrez, F. J. Rodríguez–Varela. Int. J. Hydrogen 
Energy, article in press (2017) 1−6. 

• Organometallic functionalization of RGO: Novel route to form Pt-Ru alloys as 
electrocatalyst for Methanol Oxidation Reaction.  

A.A. Siller-Ceniceros, M.E. Sánchez-Castro; D. Morales–Acosta, J.R. Torres–Luvian, E. 
Martínez–Guerra, Gregorio Vargas–Gutiérrez, F.J. Rodríguez–Varela. In preparation. 

 

Distinctions 

• Best poster prize in XIV International Congress of the Mexican Hydrogen Society, 
2014 in Cancún México. 

• Best poster prize in 67th annual meeting of the international society of 
electrochemistry, 2016 in The Hague, The Netherlands. 
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Research stay 

• Courses of: Thoretical and practical of computational chemistry and molecular 
modeling by Dr. Mario Sánchez Vázquez.  

From 13 May – 16 June 2014 in the Centro de Investigación de Materiales Avanzados 
(CIMAV-Unidad Monterrey).   

 

Congress  

*International 

• XIV International Congress of the Mexican Hydrogen Society 2014. 

From 30 September to 4 October 2014 in Cancún México. Poster Presentation of the work: 
Theoretical study of Ru-organometallic compounds-functionalized graphene as catalyst 
supports for low-temperature fuel cells.  

• 67th annual meeting of the international society of electrochemistry 

From 21 to 26 August 2016 in The Hague, The Netherlands. Poster Presentation of the work: 
Functionalization of Vulcan with Ru-compounds: novel Pt-Ru interactions to enhance 
the catalytic activity of Pt/C electrocatalyst for the Methanol Oxidation Reaction 
(MOR). A.A. Siller−Ceniceros; M.E. Sánchez−Castro; J.R. Torres−Luvian; D. 
Morales−Acosta; E. Martínez−Guerra; F.J. Rodríguez−Varela.  

• XVI International Congress of the Mexican Hydrogen Society 2016 

From 27 to 30 September 2016 in Querétaro city, México. Oral presentation: 
Organometallic functionalization of graphene: Novel route to form Pt-Ru alloys as 
electrocatalyst for Methanol Oxidation 

 

*National  

• XXXI Congreso Nacional de la Sociedad Mexicana de Electroquímica 2016 and 
9th Meeting of the Mexican Sction of the Electrochemical Society. 

From 30 May to 03 June 2016 in Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León (UANL). Oral 
presentation: “Funcionalización de Vulcan XC-72 con [(η6-C6H5OCH2CH2OH)RuCl2]2 
para su uso como soporte de nanoparticulas de Pt: novedosa generación de 
interacciones Pt-Ru para incrementar la actividad catalítica en la oxidación de 
metanol”. 

• 1er Congreso de la Asociación de Carbono (AMEXCARB−2015) 
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From 10−13 November 2015 in Instituto Potosino de Investigación Científica y Tecnológica 
(IPICYT). Poster presentation: “Estudio de la Innovadora Funcionalización de Sistemas 
Carbonosos con el Compuesto Organometálico [(η6-C6H5O CH2CH2OH)RuCl2]2”. 

• 7o Encuentro de Química Inorgánica (EQI-2015) 

From 22−25 September 2015in Camino Real Hotel (Saltillo, Coah.). Oral presentation: 
“Funcionalización de Vulcan XC-72 con [(η6-C6H5OCH2CH2OH)RuCl2]2 y su uso como 
soporte de nanoparticulas de Pt: novedosa generación de interacciones Pt-Ru para 
incrementar la actividad catalítica en la oxidación de metanol”. 

 

Courses and workshop 

• Course: “Técnicas Electroquímicas en el dominio del tiempo y la frecuencia para 
la caracterización de procesos de corrosión” by PhD Homero Castañeda. On 29 
May 2016, 9th Meeting of the Mexican Sction of the Electrochemical Society. 
Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León (UANL) Monterrey N. L. México. 
 

• Course: “CNT / polymer nanocomposites” by PhD. Peng-Cheng Ma. From 11−14 
October 2016, “3er Taller de Nanomateriales y Nanocompuestos del Sureste” 
Centro de Investigación científica de Yucatán (CICY), Mérida Yuc. 
 

• Course: “Multi-scale hybrid composites for Smart sensing” PhD. Erik 
Thostenson. From 11−14 October 2016, “3er Taller de Nanomateriales y 
Nanocompuestos del Sureste” Centro de Investigación científica de Yucatán 
(CICY), Mérida Yuc. 
 

• Course: “Nanocellulose composites” Dr. Kristofer Gamstedt. From 11−14 
October 2016, “3er Taller de Nanomateriales y Nanocompuestos del Sureste” 
Centro de Investigación científica de Yucatán (CICY), Mérida Yuc. 
 

• Workshop: “Nanoestructuras Funcionales para la Generación de Energía” by M.C. 
Adriana A. Siller Ceniceros and M. C. Anayantzin Hernández Ramírez. From 18−19 
November 2014 at CINVESTAV Unidad Saltillo.  
 

• Workshop: “X Escuela de Ciencia de Materiales y Nanotecnología−Morelia” 
(X−ECMyN) and “6to Foro de Vinculación Universidad−Industria” by Dr. Omar 
Solorza Feria, Dr. Luis Pérez Pozo, Dr. Raúl Valenzuela Monjarás and PhD. Robin 
Drew and Dr. Karina Suárez. From 3−7 Agoust 2015 at Instituto de Investigación en 
Materiales (UNAM Unidad Morelia). Morelia Mich. 


